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Abstract
Transients mask the initial portion of an output signal preventing immediate
analysis of the desired operational steady-state response and requiring, at
times, lengthy simulation techniques to be employed. This investigation
demonstrates a method for readily detennining initial conditions that suppress
transient solutions to forced discrete-time linear systems, and addresses the
necessary theoretical precursors to obtaining the steady-state components of a
response. The method is applicable to stable as well as, in principle, unstable
systems of any order.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Systems
The term 'system' has become a popular engineering expression,
especially so in recent history as a direct result of advances in computer and
electronic technologies. A system can be defined in many ways, including an
entire area of particular interest. However, among engineering disciplines it is
generally understood that a system is a combination of components that act
together in order to perform a certain objective. All systems change at
various rates, some significantly and others not, with time.
The need to describe a system is accomplished via a set of variables
called state variables. State variables constitute the minimum set of system
variables necessary to completely describe the state of the system at any
given instant of time.
In addition, constraints need to be imposed on every process, industrid
or otherwise, to insure some level ofproductivity. Control systems can be
loosely interpreted as those constraints. Indeed, control systems exist in
every shape, size, and level of sophistication. The heating system in your
home is a good example, where activity is controlled by only the sign of the
difference between the actual and the desired temperatures.
Open loop control systems are the simplest form of system control, and
rely on initial assumptions that eliminate the need for output measurement.
Closed-loop control systems, or feedback control systems, incorporate
continual readjustments to maintain desired process characteristics.
Feedback is the use of some measure of the output of a system to adjust the
input, and to make the output change in a desired manner. Typically, output
is measured continuously and fed back and compared with the input
according to the standard error equation
e = input- output
Error develops due to parameter variations and disturbances acting on the
system. [1]
1.2 Discrete- Time Systems
The vast majority of engineering systems are of a continuous nature.
This means that the variables associated with the system are continuous
functions of time. However, in many practical applications the nature of the
dynamic system or of the signal emitted by that system makes obtaining
processed quantitative results extremely difficult and/or time consuming. For
example, the numerical response of a vibratory system to a given input can be
analyzed through the use of a high-speed digital computer, but computers do
not store analog signals. The measurement and control ofmost engineering
systems is accomplished via digital sampling devices, known as samplers,
which convert the continuous data into discrete quantities. The mathematical
formulations are re-thought and approached differently so that the continuous
quantities are made more suitable for required processes. Systems which
contain formulations comprised of discrete quantities or discrete controlling
subsystems are classified as discrete-time systems. To be more specific, both
the dependent and the independent variables associated with the system must
be regarded as discrete, digital quantities [2].
1Static Dynamic
Continuous Discrete
Figure 1.21, Types of systems
[3]-
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1.3 Block Diagrams
In describing the relationships between components in a system, it is
essential that the system under consideration be clearly defined. The
construction of an accurate visual representation, such as a free-body diagram
in physics, or a block diagram in system analysis and design, is one method of
doing so. A diagram closely models the actual system with outlines of
external boundaries and distinct, symbolically displayed interactions between
internally housed members.
The block diagram, shown in Figure 1.31, best facilitates problem
solving in control system design
Disturbance
Input Process
1
Process
2
Feedback
Loop
^ Output
Figure 1.31 Block Diagram
Depending on the type of diagram, most contain an indication of the input, the
output, a process, feedback, and a disturbance. The feedback loop in the
design was motivated by the need to improve levels ofperformance, or more
specifically to:
1 . Reduce the effects ofparameter variations
2. Reduce the effects of disturbances
3. Improve transient response characteristics
11
4. Reduce steady-state errors
Mathematically, the diagram for a linear system may be represented by the
equation
0(s) = G(s) * I(s)
where / is the Laplace transform of the system input,O is the Laplace
transform of the output, andG is the Transfer Function.
12
1.4 Fundamental Questions of System Analysis
Several important questions arise in system analysis. What is the
performance of a given system in response to changes of input or
disturbances? How can desired changes be immediately brought about
without large scale alterations to the system? It is not always practical to
induce changes and then let nature run its course. These questions will be
addressed in the ensuing analysis of this work. Here the word performance is
used to define the combined transient and steady-state response of the
system.
13
1.5 Linear Algebra and Linear Systems
Linear algebra is essential to the modem study ofmathematical
systems. Basically, a linear equation is one in which the relationship between
the two variables of an equation is no more complicated than simply a straight
line. [4]
A common example is the straight line equation
y = m x ~ b
which relates the independentx variable to the dependenty variable. For
more sophisticated systems, i.e. small linear groups of three equations with
constant coefficients or less, simple elimination techniques will no longer
easily yield results and matrix notation becomes necessary. In matrix
notation, the symbols change, but the relationship of the variables to each
other remaines the same. For example, the generalized system of
simultaneous linear equations
aUX[ + al2x2 + 013*3 + +a\rtXn=y\
012*1 + 022*2 + 23*3 + + 02*n = ^2
0ml*l + 0m2*2 + 0m^3 + . . . + 0mi^n
= >>m
relate the independent variable vector jc to the dependent variable vector v.
Normally, the coefficients al} (i
'
= l,2,...,m:; = 1,2,.../?) (and the quantities bv
(/'
= l,2,...,m)) are known constants. A solution for the system is a set of
values, one value for each unknown variable, which renders all of the
uequations valid upon back substitution. [5] The system is algebraically
equivalent to the matrix notation
A x = y_
where A is called the coefficient matrix, and is comprised of the coefficients
0,j.
A linear first-order system refers to a more elaborate system of
differential state equations
*APuXi+PuX2+
.+P\Dxn+fi(t) f
*2 =P2\X\ +P22X2 + .+P2irXn +/2(0
Xn =Ail*l + /?n2*2 + .- +Pnam +/n(0
in which we introduce derivatives, *,(' = 1,2,...,/j), as the column vector of
state variables, andpg as variable time independent coefficients. Dynamic
systems, which are subject to change over time, are governed by these
differential relationships. While the notation and terminology in the system is
different, the system will reduce to take the form of a single matrix equation.
[6]
x = Px-(t)
This is the familiar two variable algebraic seen above, where time t is the
independent variable and the state vector* is dependent.
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1.6 Transients and Steady- State
A linear equation for a first order dynamic system may be written m
standard form as
i_=Ax_-b (1.61)
This equation can be solved using a variety of techniques, for both continuous
and discrete scenarios. If the column vector 6 is comprised solely of zero
values, meaning
b =
the equation is deemed homogenous. The solution to this state equation
behaves exponentiallywith time, for which reason it is called the transient
solution. It should be noted that the transient solution depends solely on
initial conditions. On the other hand, if there is external forcing, Xheb vector
becomes
b =
where bn (=1, 2, 3, ...) are external time- varying applied forces. The end
product of the solved non-homogenous linear equation which represents the
response to the external forcing, is termed the particular solution. The
particular solution is any solution that explicitly satisfies equation (1.61).
When the transient characteristics of a stable system vanish as time
progresses, the particular solution is reduced to a solution with a steady
16
maintained shape. That solution is referred to as X\\q steady state solution. In
this investigation, the phrase steady-state solution is the particular solution
without any transients. Due to the assumption that the system in question is
linear, the principle of superposition holds true and the homogeneous solution
(transient solution) and the non-homogeneous steady-state solution can be
derived independently. The final complete equation that describes the system
is the linear combination of the individual results, of the form
In the notation above, the complementary function of the associated
homogenous solutionxc, is nothing more than a transient component.
The objective of this investigation is the derivation of results that lead
directly to the portion of the total response that is associated with the input
signal. More specifically, it will be shown that by a judicious choice of initial
conditions, the transient, or so-called complimentary solution, can be made to
vanish. This can be particularly important in understanding the characteristics
of the forced response.
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1.7 Periodic Functions
A system is periodic if, and only if, there exists a positive number 2p
such that for every / in the domain of the governing function, the function atr
+ 2p equals the function at/. [7] The periodic system repeats itself at equal
intervals of time. For example, the sine wave, shown below.
Note that simple harmonic or sinusoidal waveforms, as well as other periodic
functions, represent more of a mathematical concept than they model reality.
Strictly speaking, to be periodic is to maintain the characteristic waveform
indefinitely, from negative infinity to positive infinity. In order to process or
even visually represent a periodic signal, sampling hardware captures a small
portion of the signal. Capturing is mathematical truncation of the signal. This
entire process is called windowing a signal.
*mput = X(t)
*
W(t)
The original signal is x(t) and the truncating mechanism isw(r), the window
function. See appendix A.
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Suppose, however, that a system cannot be represented by a simple
expression like the one above. An input (or output) does not necessarily have
to be harmonic. Many waves thought to be harmonic are just good
approximations ofharmonic waves. The function illustrated in Figure 1 .71 is
periodic, but not harmonic.
X*) 0.5-
Figure 1.71, Function v = sin(x + sin(x))
While a particular function may not be harmonic, any periodic function
can be represented by a convergent series ofharmonic functions. The
frequencies of the convergent series are integral multiples of the fundamental
frequency wq provided that the mathematical rules of integration are
maintained. [8] The representative series is known as a Fourier series,
I QO
/'(') = -a0 +Z(ap ' cosP(0ot + bp ^npa 0/) a 0 =
where p are integers,p = 1, 2, 3,..., and Tis the period.
In
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2. MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND
2.1 The Dirac Distribution
The concept of a unit impulse is invaluable to the study of linear
control systems. The unit impulse is one of the fundamental quantities where
signal composition is concerned. Suppose that there is a function as shown m
Figure 2.11.
/(')
Ma
a
Figure 2.1 1, Arbitrary function with amplitude \la
The function is basically the composition of twoHeaviside (step) functions,
one of amplitude \l a and the other of amplitude Ala, Figure 2.12.
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fit)
Ma uit)
a
-Ma u(t-a)
Figure 2.12, Heaviside functions
Both of the functions maintain their amplitude indefinitely, however the signal
with the negative amplitude begins at some shifted timea from the origin.
The choice of the functions directly implies a suddenly applied excitation of a
constant magnitude acting only for a small finite period of time and then just
as suddenly ceasing. The product of the duration and the magnitude are
unity. Ifa is very small, the period of the application is correspondingly
small but the magnitude of the excitation is very great. To grasp
understanding of the unit impulse function, this concept is pursued to the
limit. The allocated time a tends to an infinitesimal amount while the
magnitude 1/ a becomes very large such that, in the limit as a1, the area
under the curve is maintained at unity.
The result is known as the unit impulseuit), or the Dirac distribution
8(f), named so after the British theoretical physicist P. A. M. Dirac.
Described somewhat differently, the Dirac distribution can be defined as
6(t-to) = 0 t * 0
oo t = t0
21
with the property
1 bit-to) dt = 1
-co
Obviously, the value of the equations at fc are not taken as literal, for if they
were they would become infinite by definition. A point application cannot
have infinite area. Yet, the unit impulse distribution gives us a valuable tool
for observing and solving many other more complex formulas.
22
2.2 Jordan Form
Every nxn matrix is similar to a block- diagonal upper- triangular
matrix J, which is known as its Jordan form. The individual blocks of the
Jordan form are referred to as Jordan blocks. Jordan blocks are square
upper- triangular matrices with the following special characteristics:
(a) All of its diagonal elements are equal values:
(b) All its entries on the first superdiagonal equal one:
<*.,->
(c) All other entries are equal to zero. Thus, the Jordan block is of the
form
A 1 0 0
0 A 1 0 0
0 0 A 0 0
0 0 0 A 1
0 0 0 0 A
The Jordan Block is a special form to which a matrix can be reduced
by way of similarity transformation. An nxn matrixA is similar to a matrix
B if there exists an invertible matrix S such that
A = S'BS (2-21)
In addition, an nxn matrixA is similar to a diagonal matrixD if and only if it
has n linearly independent characteristic vectors.
S_IAS = D = [</,_] \<i,j<n (2.22)
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As is demonstrated in equations (2.21) and (2.22), ifA is similar to B (or D),
thenB is also similar toA, presupposing that both matrices are of the same
order and are square.
PROPERTY ONE: Similar matrices have the same characteristic equation and
the same eigenvalues.
PROPERTY TWO: IfX is an eigenvector ofA associated with
eigenvalue X and PROPERTY ONE holds, then Y= SXis an eigenvector of
B associated with the same eigenvalue.
Since the combination of successive similarities is also a similarity,
then a single transformation may be constructed. Each nxn matrixA is
similar to a matrix / in Jordan form such that
J =Q'AQ A =QJQ'
where
Q'AQ =
7, o o
o J, o
o o - Jk
Each /k is an nk x nk Jordan block and k - kx + k2 +.. .+ks equals the sum of the
geometric multiplicities of the distinct eigenvalues ofA. The same distinct
eigenvalues may occur in different Jordan blocks, however the total number
ofblocks with that eigenvalue equals its geometric multiplicityk\, while the
total number ofmain- diagonal entries with that eigenvalue equals its
algebraic multiplicity mx. The nT and the total number ofblocks are uniquely
determined byA. [9]
Note that this definition describes only an existence of the Jordan form,
but through this existence/ is able to be computed.
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Since
Q'AQ = J
it follows that
AQ = QJ
Writing Q in terms of its columns as
Q = [?. <li -In]
shows that
is equivalent to
AQ = JQ (2.23)
Aq,=Aq+v,q_l
where X is the eigenvalue in the Jordan block affectingq\ and Vj equals either
0 or 1 . More precisely, since the JT are nrxnr, the columns ofQ affected by
the block Jx in the product in equation (2.23) are just the/?r numbered
,+w2+...+/ir_, +1 to nl+n2+...+nr
For convenience, these columns ofQ are denoted by vrJ, ..., vra. Hence,
Avr] = A rvrl and Av, = A ,vn + vr y_, for j = 2, . . . , nr
where Vrj is the column ofQ numbered , +n2+...+nr_l+j and where
Q'AQ = J
and
AQ = QJ
and where the r* Jordan block of/ is nr x nr .
Diagonalization does not always yield eigenvectors that span the
required domain.
dim(ker(A - A J)) < multiplicity of A ,
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When ,4 has repeated eigenvalues and linearly independent eigenvectors
cannot be determined, then generalized eigenvectors must be used. A vector
Xm is a generalized eigenvector of rank m for the square matrixA and
associated eigenvector X if
(A-AI)n.Xm = 0 but (A-Air'-Xm*0
A canonical basis for an n x n matrixA is a set ofn linearly
independent generalized eigenvectors composed entirely of chains. Acham
generated by a generalized eigenvector Xm of rank m is associated with the
eigenvalue X. It is a set of vectors {Xra, Xm.i, Xm_2, ..., Xi} defined
recursively as
X,=(A-AI)X^ (j =m-\,m-2,..,l)
Thus, if a generalized eigenvector of rankm appears in the basis, then the
complete chain generated by that vector also appears. The simplest canonical
bases are those consisting solely of chains of length one. A length of one
indicates that the number of vectors in the set of generalized eigenvectors is
one. These bases exist when the matrix eigenvectors are distinct.
Applying generalized eigenvectors to the Jordan form yields a matrix in
Jordan canonicalform . A matrix is in Jordan canonical form if it is a
diagonalmatrix or if it has one of the following two partitioned forms:
0
0 J*
or
0
0 Jk
where D denotes a diagonal matrix, whose diagonal elements are not required
to be zero, and J{ (i=l, 2, ..., k) represents a Jordan block. Although the
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diagonal elements within any single Jordan block must be equal, different
Jordan blocks within the Jordan canonical form can have different diagonals.
Consider the following examples.
EXAMPLE ONE:
Determine whether
^2
3 2
is similar to B
2 0
0 2
Recall that matrices are similar if and only if there exists a matrixS such that
A = S~lBS, or equivalently, such that
SA = BS (2.24)
Set
s =
a b
c d
Then (2.24) becomes
a b
c d
2 0
3 2_
=
2 0
0 2
a b
c d
or
2a + 36 lb
2c + 3d 2d
'2a 2b
2c 2d
The solution to this matrix equality is b = d = 0, with a and c arbitrary. For
equation (2.24) to be valid, Smust then have the form
S =
a 0
c 0
which is nonsingular for any choice ofa and c. Thus, there is no invertible
matrix and the matricesA andB are not similar.
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EXAMPLE TWO:
Find a matrix in Jordan canonical form that is similar to the matrix
A =
5 2
3 6 3
6 6 9
A set of three linearly independent eigenvectors for .4 can be determined to
consist of [-1, 1, 0]T, [-1,0, 1]T, and [2, 3, 6]T. Since these three vectors form
a full complement of generalized eigenvectors of rank 1, they are a canonical
basis forA . A modal matrix forA is then
M =
Note that the columns ofM are all eigenvectors (chains of length one)
corresponding to the eigenvalues 3, 3, and 14. Thus,/! is similar to the
diagonal matrix
J =
"-1 -1
1 0 3
0 1 6
"3 0
0 3 0
0 0 14
Verification of this result is as simple as
MJM ' =
"-1 -1 "3 0 01
1 0 3 0 3 0-
0 1 6 0 0 14J
-3/11 8/11 -3/11
-6/11 -6/11 5/11
1/11 1/11 1/11
which is
A =
'5 2 2
3 6 3
6 6 9
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2.3 Convolution of Sequences
Consider a discrete- time linear system and an arbitrary inpuU[rt] to
that system. The input can be expressed as a linear combination of shifted
unit samples, in the form
x(n)=fdx(k)S(n-k)
Using the property of linear systems, the output^ in) can be expressed as a
linear combination of the responses of the system to shifted unit samples.
Specifically, if /jk() denotes the response of a linear system to the shifted unit
sample (-&), then the response of the system to an arbitrary input can be
expressed as
y(n)=fdx(k)hk(n)
If the system is also time- invariant, then
hk(n) = f\(n-k)
where h0 is the unit impulse response. The system response becomes
-MX)
y(n)=^x{k)hk{n-k)
k=^c
This result is referred to as the convolution sum, and the operation is known
as the convolution of the sequences. The convolution is represented
symbolically as
y(n) = x(n)*h(n)
As an illustration, the outputyin) for a specified value ofn is calculated by
weighting each value ofxik) by the corresponding value oihin-k), that is , by
multiplying corresponding points, and then summing the products.
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A circular convolution is a description of the convolution of two
periodic sequences which can be defined on a circle. To elaborate, take the
periodic sequences xPin) and hvin). Because of the periodicity, only the
sequences xp(/) and hvin-t) in the interval 0 < / < JV - 1 need be considered. As
n varies, hvin-t) slides along xp(/). As the sample ofhvin-t) slides past / =N-\,
the identical sample appears at / = 0. Thus the term circular convolution.
The result may be proven by first defining the discrete Fourier transform of
the aforementioned sequences.
.V-l
t)nk
l)nk
The circular or periodic convolution ofxviri) and /jp() is
1=0
Taking the N- point DFT of the sequence yvin) gives
.V-l
i;(*)=Zx/o[zi*,(',-/)-^(2""'vx",)'
Ln=0
-j(2* W)n*
i=0
-j(2* /.V)tt
which can be re-written as multiplication in the Fourier domain
Y(k) = HJk)Xp(k)
30
3. DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
3.1 Mathematical Modeling
For every form of control system it is necessary to have tangible means
ofmeasuring the behavior of the system in addition to having a method of
describing it. The qualities of a control system cannot always be reasonably
deduced from basic scientific laws. Several mathematical methods are
employed to describe systems, with careful consideration given to linearity,
non-linearity, and continuity. Once a reasonable mathematical model has
been chosen, the model is usually modified or approximated so that real
systems may be tested.
The information throughout this section and beyond is directed towards
discrete time linear systems. Each of the mathematical models provided in
this section are explained only briefly because of their analogous nature to
continuous systems, and some of the formulations are discussed only as
background. Transfer function theory will be discussed a little further
because of its importance to controls. All of the methods of linear systems
modeling are available in detail in standard control engineering textbooks.
(a) Pulse Response. The pulse response is the response of a sampled
system to a series of input samples that has a unit value at the sample time of
zero, and a value of zero for all other time instants.
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(b) Transfer Function. The Transfer Function of a (sub)system is the ratio
of the transforms of its output and input, assuming zero initial conditions.
Transfer functions can be used to describe the action of a control algorithm as
well as the relationship between sampled inputs and outputs of continuous
systems...A computer control algorithm or filter can be represented by
difference equations of the form
.=0 ,= I
(3.11)
Using the linearity and delay theorems of theZ transform, the Z transform of
equation (3.11) becomes
Yn=fdaiAX(z)-fjbjz'JY(z)
1=0 7=1
Therefore the discrete transfer function (Z transform transfer function)
describing the filter is
G(x)=W
X(z)
The assumption of zero initial conditions is common in system analysis, and
natural for linearized equations. Furthermore, the nature of the transient
response for linear systems is independent of the initial conditions, i.e.,
whether the response is oscillatory or not.
(c) Frequency Response Function. The frequency response function of a
sampled system, as for a continuous system, can be obtained by substituting
s=iw in the transfer function. This can be shown to be (Saucedo and
Schiring, 1968)
#*(w) = (l/A/) H[iiw + nws)]
32
where ws-2Pi/ A/. It can be seen that this function is periodic with periodws.
[10]
(d) Difference Equations. Equations that describe the operation of
discrete systems (digital processors) m the time domain are referred to as
difference equations. Difference equations are equations where the input and
output sequencesx() and yin) are related via a constant coefficient equation.
The most general expression for aw* order difference equation is of the form
y\n\ = YJ>An-l\-lLaAn-l\ "-0
1=1
(e) State- SpaceModels. An alternative to the use of an /1th- order
difference equation is to use n first- order equations where a vector of state
variables x defines the relationship between the input and the output
sequences. If the system is linear, then the general equations are of the form
x(* + l) = Ax(*) + Bu(Jfc)
y(*) = Cx(*) +Du(*)
The variable u represents the forcing. (Refer to state-variable theory)
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3.2 Sampling
The first step towards analysis of digital control systems is to define
what sampling is, and to consider its effects. Discrete time models are often
derived by discretizing continuous models. Analog to digital conversion (A to
D) is carried out by sampling, see appendix B, thereby mapping between the
continuous and the discrete models.
Consider the continuous input- output analog signal shown in Figure
3.21.
1.5T
-0.5^
Figure 3.21, Arbitrary signal
The desired representation is a set of discrete, equally spaced points m time,
shown in Figure 3.22, where
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1.5T
-0.51
Figure 3.22, Discrete time intervals
fit) represents the actual analog signal, andfn(=l, 2, 3, ...) are the equally
spaced instances of time. Following standard notation we define the unit
sampling time interval as A t in seconds.
\t = sampling interval
therefore the sampling rate is
1/ At = sampling rate
At every Ar exists a discrete sampled output value/\t)
fit)
fit)
At
The value of/*(f) is equal to the value of/(r) for very brief instances, during
the moment when the sampling circuit is closed. [11]
/*(')=/(') |t=n At
When the sampling circuit is open,/'(/) is naturally zero. The end result of
the sampling process will furnishN samples
{f\tx\f\h),f\ti\ ... ,/'(rN)}
which can also be written in terms of the sampling intervalAt as
{f\0),f\At),f\2At), ... ,fN-l)At)}
The quantity of sampling intervals At housed within each oscillation
period determines the accuracy of the representation offit). The accuracy of
the representation is important when determining the underlying process and
data transmission times if electronic analysis components are used. Fast
fluctuations in the waveform will be lost if the sampling interval is too slow.
On the other hand, processor time will be wasted if an unnecessarily
excessive amount of samples are taken. A good system of determining the
minimum number of samples that should be recorded per second is given in
Shannon 's Sampling Theorem:
An analog signal containing components up to some maximum
frequency/ 1 in Hertz may be completely represented by regularly
spaced samples, providing the sampling rate is at least 2 *f i samples
per second.
If the minimum sampling rate specified in this theorem is used, then the
normal sampling interval applied to a signal should be
Ar< 1/2/,
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The Sampling Theorem defines the minimum sampling rate and avoids
spectral abasing. [12]
Along the same lines, theNyquist frequency is the maximum frequency
contained in an analog signal. The Nyquist frequency relates that the
sensitivity of a measurement is limited to one- halfof the sampling frequency.
Hence, the minimum sampling rate is twice the Nyquist frequency, denoted
here by/Nyqmst.
/Nyquist = Sampling Rate/ 2
According to the Sampling Theorem, the value of/Nyquist is the highest
frequency that can be accurately represented before folding occurs. Higher
values will not be perceived.
If it is possible to convert an actual signal to a discrete signal, then
there must be a defined mathematical relationship between the two models,
and indeed there is. First, realize that each/*(r) can be associated with a unit
impulse, 5(f), at a moment in time t. The relationship between/(0 and/*(r)
can be mathematically represented by multiplying/(f) by a tram Sit) of unit
impulses.
fit) = sitvit)
where
--OO
S(t) = I>(/-A/)
n=-ao
and 5(r- nAX) equals a unit impulse shifted to a position aXt=nAt
6(t- nAt) = shifted unit impulse
The sampled signal is then a summation of impulses over the sample range,
with the amount of usable data condensed to include only multiples of the
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time step At. Assuming that/(r)=0 for all value of t less than zero, the
sampled signal can be given by the series
f'it) = SitYit) = finAt)Sit-nAt)
See appendix B.
n=0
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3.3 Difference Equations
An analog signal may be represented discretely by a series of sampled
impulses. A series, in the context of a sampled signal, is an expression for a
finite sequence of values.
ax,a2, a3, ... ,an, ...
It is important to realize that the term sequence defines a relationship in
which there is a particular ordered arrar^ment of the values that appear in
the sequence or string, as well as the magnitudes of the individual
components of the sequence. [13]
hThe discrete representation is a mathematical interpretation, and can be
described as such. The equations that describe an analog signal in discrete
notation are called recurrence formulas, or difference equations. A difference
equation describes the nature of a digital signal in the time domain.
There are two main categories of difference equations. One category is
referred to in control engineering as recursive, and the other as non-
recursive. An equation is deemed recursive if, for every output, the sample is
not computed exclusively from input values. That is, it depends on past
values of the output. Similarly, an equation is non- recursive if each output
sample is computed solely from input values. An example of control system
difference equation with both recursive and non- recursive elements might be
of the form
y[n] = ay[n-\] + a^[-2] + box[n] + bLx[n-l]
where fli(i=l, 2) and fy(j=0, 1) are constant coefficients.
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Written m general form, a difference equation can be expanded to allow for
an arbitrary number of terms
a\y[n-\] + aiy[n-2] + ... = box[n] + b{x[n-\] + ...
and then reformulated as a summation
t avy[n-k} = bkx[n-k] (3-31)
t=o *=o
This is the expression for a linear, constant coefficient, difference equation of
a causal system. The coefficients a^ and bk characterize the appropriate
system.
The complexity of a given difference equation (and thus the system)
depends on the number of terms involved, and the order of the system. The
order of the system is indicated by the value ofN, shown in formula (3.31),
and denotes the highest order difference of the output signal.
While recurrence relations lay down the fundamental nature of a
control system, certain additional information is required in order to
determine the response to an input signal. This information is the time
sequence over which the solution is desired, n=0, 1, 2, ... for example, and
the set of initial conditions, y(n). The initial conditions allow for the
possibility that the system output is non-zero prior to the input. The set of
initial conditions is
^0),y(l),...,j</i-l)
The most obvious method of solving a difference equation given non
zero initial conditions is to simply insert the initial values into the original
equation. With the modified result, subsequent output values can be
estimated term- by- term. However, this method is not always advantageous
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to the user because any residual transient is, in effect, combined with the
response to a new input signal.
A more insightful method is to separate the total response into two
distinct components. These components are called the homogeneous solution
and the particular solution, represented byxh and xp respectively. The
homogeneous is representative of the transients caused by the application of
an input load to the system, and by removing that load. Generally, the
transient appears as a direct result of alterations made to die system. This
component accounts for the non- zero initial conditions. The particular
solution is the steady- state response of the system to a continuing input
signal. [14] Superposition of the two components yields the complete output
signal. Refer to section 1 .6 for more detail about transients and steady-state.
EXAMPLE ONE;
Given: A sequence of numbers {x0, x\, x2, ... , xN} with
x0 = 2
The sequence of numbers is governed by the linear recurrence
relation
*n+i = F{xa, n)
*n+l = 0*n Yj n
a = 1.5,/ = Cosine(rt/r)
where the coefficient a ofxa is the state coefficient, and/ is a
given forcing function.
Find: Plot the discrete- time signal for the sequence n = 0 to 4.
Solution:
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n = Q
n = \
Xo+i = 1.5 x0 + Cosine(O^)
= 1.5(2) +1
x, -4
*i+i = 1.5 xi + Cosine(l7T)
= 1.5(4) -1
*2 = 5
Proceeding similarly, the plot is
x[n]
14
12
10
8-
6-
4-
2-
0
n
EXAMPLE TWO:
Given: A sequence ofnumbers {x0, xx,x2, ... , xN} with
x0 = 0
jci = 0
The sequence of numbers is governed by the recurrence
relation
*n+2+3Xti+i = 2xn + F(xni ii)
^n = *n
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Find.
Solution:
?n *n+ 1
Write the general governing matrix and compare results with
the continuous system x + 3i - 2jc =/{t).
y<n+\ = mi
- ^n+i = -3rn + 2yn +fn
In matrix form is
y
n + \
-~n + \-
0 1
2 -3
r in
K~nJ
0
YnS
which is
*n+l _ 0*n +fn
For the continuous case x + 3i -2x=f(t)
\=x
therefore
22 = X
Z{=Z2
z2 = -3z2 + 2zi +/(')
which in matrix form is
i
7
L22J
o iy^ ( o^
2 -3
1 +
V(ty
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3.4 Z Transform Theory
Difference equations describing discrete- time systems are usually
solved recursively, that is in a step- by- step manner, starting from a given set
of initial conditions and progressing towards the final desired time. [15]
While this method is effective when executed via a computer, it does not
produce a closed- form solution which is often necessary in system analysis.
Applying the Laplace transform to signal is a good way to reconstruct
and represent the signal, however the Laplace transform is not suited for
representing the action of digital control systems. In addition, the Laplace
transform of a sampled signal in general has an infinite number of roots of its
numerator polynomials, and of its denominator polynomials. These roots are
known as poles and zeros respectively.
The alternative to the Laplace transform is the Z transform. The Z
transform is well adapted to represent both control algorithms and sampled
signals. The Z transform is a useful approach that allows for the transforming
of difference equations derived in the time domain into algebraic equations in
the z domain. The Z domain is equivalent to the complex variable domain.
On the whole, solving equations in the complex variableZ domain is much
easier than working strictly with difference equations.
Closed- form solutions
are obtained by simply applying the inverse Z transform.
The Laplace transform and the Z transform are closely related. The Z
transform method is a modification to the Laplace transform. Recall that the
Laplace transform of a sampled signal is given by
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nSts
I yrini je
n=0
where the equation is 'one- sided'or unilateral because of the causal
assumption that all/(nA/) equal zero for negative instances of time and 5 is
the complex Laplace variable. The reference instant is shown to be = 0.
The Z transform takes the transformation of/*(/) to F*(t) one step further.
Taking the above equation and let/n=/(nA/).
+OC
-nits
F'W =2/.
n=0
Then, with a change of variables
and
gives
T
4*
=
eA/s
F{z) = F\s)\ ,
F(z)
00
n=0
= Z[f\t)]
This is the transfer function of a discretely sampled system. Careful
inspection also reveals that F(z) is in fact a power series ofz'\
Fiz) =/(0)
+/(A/)z-' +/(2A/)z2 +
... (3.41)
with coefficients equal to successive values of the
time- domain signal/n.
Note the delay given in this equation, where if a typical delay ise_A/s, then
z"1
is representative of a delay of one sampling interval. Hence, multiplication by
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z is equivalent to a time shift forward by one sample interval, while division
by 2 is
F{z) =/(0) +/(A/)/z +/(2A/)/z2 + + ...
Also, observe that because the Laplace transform variable 5 is a complex
variable, given by s = a + jo, then z is also a complex variable.
The following are some demonstrations of how equation (3.41) can be
used to determine Z transforms of fundamental linear discrete- time system
signal functions. (See appendix C)
1 . Unit Impulse 5(r)
Sn = 1 for =0
5n = 0 for n*0
{fin)} = {1,0,0,...}
Fiz) = t W*
rr=0
= l+0*(l/z) + ... = l
2 . Delayed Unit Pulse 6{t -nAt )
{/()} = {0,0, ...,1,0,...}
= 0 + 0*(l/z) + ... + l^l/z") + O^l/z**) + ...
=
1/2
3. Unit Step u{t)
{fin)} = {1,1,1,...}
Fiz) =
I***
n=0
= 1 + 1*(1/Z) + ... + l*(l/2) + l*(l/^+1) + -
= l/(l-z1)
= z/(z-\)
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See appendix C.
The Z transform serves many useful purposes, for which reason several
of its basic properties should be understood.
Linearity. The Z transform is linear. For example, ifX\(z) is the transform
ofx\(n) and X-Az) is the transform ofx2(), then the transform ofax^n) +
bx2(n) is a X\{z) + b X2iz) for all real a and b.
Delays. If a sequence X\iri) has the Z transformX\(z\ then the sequence
x\in- no) has the transform z"^Xx{z) for all n0. This property is very useful for
converting between a difference equation representation of a system and itsZ
transform representation. For example, the difference equation
y(n) = x(n)-bj(n-l)-b2y{n-2)
has a Z transform representation
Y{z)= X{z)-bAxY{z)-b1z~1Y{z)
or
X(z)
where
K"J-
i+V_1-V2
Y(z) ==
i>()-*-"
n=-co
X(z) =
f>(/i)-*-"
n=-oo
by definition of the z transform, as shown in equation (3.41).
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Convolution ofSequences. If jc() is the input to a discrete- time linear
time invariant system with impulse response /i() and yin) is the output, then
Y(z) = X(z)H(z)
Thus, the convolution of sequences is converted to multiplication of theirZ
transforms. In the delay example, it is clear that//(z) can be obtained from
the difference equation of the system, which is of the form
Y(z)
H(z) = ^7i
X(z)
or explicitly
H{z)
\ +
bxz~
As another example, consider the input sequence
x(n) =
u_l(n)a"
applied to a system with an impulse response
h(n) =
u_,(n)bn
The transforms of the sequences into theZ domain are
X(z) =
H(z) =
1
1--a-A
1
1-
-b-A
Multiplication ofX(z) by //(z) gives
Y(z) =77
l
Now, if it is assumed that a is not equal to b, then a partial fraction expansion
can be performed to give
w ^ -al(b-a) ,
bl(b-a)
Y(z) = - + ,
\-az \-b-z
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From the inverse Z transform (see section 3.5), an equation foryin) is
obtained
y^J-^-a^-^-bAu.^n)
\b-a b-a J
Multiplication ofSequences. IfX\iri) and jc2() are two sequences with Z
transformsX\(z) andX2{z\ then the sequence jc3() = x\iri) jc2() has a Z
transform X^iz) defined as
X3(z) = --ixl(v)x1 [-lAdv
2j7TJc \VJ
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3.5 Inverse Z Transform
It is important to be able to map from a sequence to itsz transform and
back to the sequence. The means for transforming back to a sequence is
called the inverse Z transform. There are basically three different ways of
obtaining the inverse Z transform. These are:
1 . Long division
2. Partial fractions expansion
3 . Cauchy
'
s residue theorem
Long Division. Long division is a useful approach when only a few terms
of the time sequence are to be determined. X(z) is expanded into an infinite
series containing positive or negative powers ofz. For a right- sided one
sided sequence, x() = 0, n < 0, and for a left- sided one- sided sequence, x{ri)
= 0, n > 0. The region ofconvergence associated with X{z) determines if
xiri) is right or left sided. The long division approach does not work for two-
sided series, and seldom leads to a closed- form solution.
Partial Fractions. The method ofpartial fractions allows expanded
terms to be easily converted to the original domain by way of standardZ
transform conversion tables. In exercising the partial fraction method, it is
important to recognize that the majority of standard transforms have a zero at
their origin. Hence, expansions need to incorporate that zero into each partial
fraction term. This is accomplished by obtaining partial fraction expansions
forX(z)/ z rather thanX{z).
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As an example, examine the function
zz+4z
F(z) =
(z+0.5Xz-l)
In order to obtain/(/i) it is necessary to obtain
Axz
_
Azz
Fiz) =-^ +
z + 0.5 r-l
Partial fractions cannot be used except when the order ofD(z) is higher than
the order ofN(z), expressed by
Fi:) =^
D(z)
With a modification,
F{z) z + 4
z (r + 0.5Xr-l)
is in partial fraction form
z + 4 -2.33 3.33
+ -
(z + 0.5)(r-l) z + 05 z-\
Hence,
V
r + 0.5 r-l
and/() is taken from transform tables as
f(n) = -2.33(-0.5)nu(n) + 333u(n)
Contour Integral. The most general approach is the use of the contour
inversion integral.
Given
--CO
*(;:)=
2>(7i)-r-n
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Multiplying both sides of the equation byz11"1, dividing by 1/ 2jk, and
integrating around the contourC gives the inverse Z transform formally as
x{ri) = ix(z)-z"-ldz
which represents a contour integral in thez plane over any closed path in the
region of convergence.
Direct integration of the contour inversion integral is generally not
feasible. Instead, the process is simplified by employingCauchy 's residue
theorem. This theorem states that the integral can be evaluated directly as
x(n) = ]T Resdues ofX(z)
z"-1inside C,
The residues of X(z)z"'1 can be determined by
Cauchy'
s residue formula.
Cauchy'
s residue formula says that if the function X(z)z"'x has a simple pole
at z = a, the residue is evaluated as
Residuel =z= lim\(z-a)-X(z)-z"-1]
For poles ofmultiplicity m, the residue is calculated from
Residue = limlz= znr
1 d^-(z-<i)mX(z)za-]
(m-1)! dzn
Consider the example
l
X(z) =
(l-o-'"')
From the above theorem, for n greater than or equal to 0,
."-i
x(n) = Residue of
r- at z = a
(l-az )
which evaluates to the result below. [16]
x(n) =
cf1
S2
3.6 Solution ofDifference Equations Using the ZTransform
Since difference equations are generally defined for n > o , subject to
prescnbed initial conditions, one- sided Z transforms can be utilized to solve
for the output sequence given the appropriate input sequence. A one- sidedZ
transform is defined as
X(n) =
fdx(n)z-"
*=0
where the behavior ofxiri) prior to n = 0 is not considered and hence can be
neglected.
As an example, consider the first- order difference equation
y(n) = x(n) + ay(n-\) (3.61)
with initial conditiony{-\) = K. Let the input be
x{n) = e]mu_x{n)
The one- sided Z transform of equation (3.61) is obtained by multiplying both
sides of equation (3.61) by z"n and summing from zero to infinity to give
2>()*~"
=
x(H)z-"+af>(-l)r-"
n=0 n=0 "=0
Using the delay property ofZ transforms given by
n=0
X,^iz) =
z-1^(-Dr+i^/i-Dz-^
n-l=0
^_1(z) = z-l[X,(z)] + x,(-l)
the summations become
Y(z) = X(z) + az-lY(z) + ay(-\)
or solving for JTz)
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Since
r(.)_^)+qv(-i)
l-az"1
x(n) = eJ"u_l(n), X(z) =
\-e jai -1
and
Y(z) =^^ + -\-az~1 (l-oz-'Xl-^z"1)
Rendering a partial fraction expansion of the second term gives
Yiz) =
aK al(a-ejai) l(a-e]a)
\-az~' (l-az"') (\-ejaz-1)
Thus, taking the inverse Z transform,
y(n) = a K +
a
n*\ jw (n-t-1)
>]>
+ -
a-eJ a-e
jm -,()
The first term within the brackets represents the response due to initial
conditions and the second term is the transient response of the system. Both
of these terms decay exponentially for a < 1 . The third term represents the
forced response of the system to the input.
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4. PERIODIC ANALYSIS
4. 1 Periodic ZTransform Method
Consider a discrete periodic input signal/n with some arbitrary period
p where /n+p=/n.
5t
4-
3-
/M
1
8 10 12 14
Figure 4.11, Periodic Input
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x[n]
2
6 8
n
10 12 14
Figure 4.12, Periodic Output
Because the input signal has a periodic nature, it may be immediately
deduced that any value ofn in the steady- state output x[n] will repeat
according to the equation
Therefore, for the preceding plot,
*n+p *n
*5=*1
*6=*2
The relationship between function values may be written as a general two-
term recurrence equation
x[n+l] = ajr[n]+/M (4.13)
To obtain a closed- form solution of the linear discrete- time difference
equation (4.13) it is first necessary to determine theZ transform of the
difference equation. Recall that a difference equation is a mathematical
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representation of discrete- time data. While difference equations are
excellent for step- by- step interpolations, these equations do not yield closed-
form solutions. The Z transform of a discretely sampled signal, taken here for
clarity to be the mput forcing function/ [n], is given by the equation
Fiz)=fn-z~"
n=0
Clearly, an equation in this form will give little insight into the problem
at hand. F(z) can be expanded out to a power series, and becomes
^(z) = (/0+ +4"+ +^T + +^T+- )
With some shuffling of the terms,F(z) is reduced to include only the original
functions/n up to/p.i, which are the necessary data to perform subsequent
analysis. Note that the function value/p is NOT a member of the
fundamental (original) periodic set.
F(z) = (/0+^+4+-^+4+^r+-)
or with further simplification of the series
+.
(4.14)
In this expansion, the grouping of the individual periodic subsets is easily
visualized.
Next, the denominator terms of equation (4.14) are factored out of the higher
order subsets.
FAfaAA,^)Y{f^A^yY(f^
\ z z ze )
z'
\ z z z i *
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Note that there is only the finite fundamental periodic series/0 through/^,
and the modifying z coefficients that mark the higher order subsets.
Just like functions, the entire sequence can be examined, or any of its
actual values. The fundamental series is a truncated version of the entire
power series. That is, the series is terminated after one full period.
/(nl
6 8
n
10 12 14
Figure 4.15 , Truncated Input
The truncated difference equation follows from superposition to yield
f[n] = f[n]u[n]-f[n-p]u[n-p]
where w[n] is equivalent to the unit step. The function is
f f f ^
F[z]= /o+ +4f+-+T^,p->
zr J
Hence, with substitutions,
Fiz) = Fp(z) + ^Fp(z) + -^Fp(z)+.
and further simplifications
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F(D^/r).[l +^ +^+...]
Fiz) = F(z)-
1
px ' 1
1-
zpJ
which ultimately yields the formulation for the Z transform of a periodic
signal
F(z) = F(z)-
zp-\
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4.2 Periodic Solutions
Given a periodic input signal, a general periodic solution can be solved
for by way of the Z transform. Let a linear system be given by the discrete
difference equation
*ir+l = 0 *n +/n
The solution to the difference equation is the state variable sequence
Ml"
* "'ln=0
The solution depends on three parameters, namely the value of the coefficient
a, the input forcing function/n, and on the choice of the initial conditionx0 of
the system. (Note the it would be necessary to define additional initial
conditions for higher order systems.) For system stability, the coefficienta is
chosen to be less than one,
\a\ < 1.0
and the input forcing function/n is any discrete periodic function. The value
of the initial condition will be denoted by*o throughout the derivation of the
solution.
Similar to the Laplace operatorL, the Z transform operator, Z, is
applied to each side of the equation.
Z[Xnl\ = Z[xo] + Z\fn]
All of the quantities have already been defined through the definition of theZ
transform, with the variation thatZ^i] is a shifted signal.
Z{xtw + l]} = x,+ + ^j+...
versus
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Z{x[n]} = Xo+^ +^+..Xj_ X,
z
Note that
Z{x[n]} = x0+-Z{x[n+\]}
z
which by multiplication through byz is
Z{xr* + l]} = zZ{xM}-zx0
This formula alone defines how theZ transform operates on a shifted
sequence.
Going back to the difference equation, theZ transform will yield
z-Z{x[]}-zx0=aZ{x[]} +Z[/M}
where denoting Z{x[n]} by Jf(z) gives
zX(z)-zx0=a-X(z) + F(z)
and with a collection of terms,
(z-a)-X(z) = z-x0 + F(z)
The previous equation can be expanded as
z-X(z)-zx0=aX(z) +^F
zp
-1
where the input function is theZ transform over one period. Evaluating this
equation gives the solutionX to the initial difference equation in theZ
domain.
z-xn 1 zp
X(z) =^ + -J-F
z-a z-a zp -\
The periodic solution x[n] in the discrete- time domain is determined
by taking the inverse transform of this equation. Notice that there are two
distinct transformations to be executed, one for the initial condition partial
fraction, and one for the forcing function partial fraction.
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Focusing on the initial condition term first,
z-a
*o
it can be seen that the coefficient jc0 can be pulled from the product, and the
discrete- time response can be taken directly from tables as
-x0 <->
a"
[/!] x0
.z-a)
The other portion is the transform of the periodic forcing function,
l
z-a
r zp \
F
u'-i;
Referencing most tables on unilateralZ transform pairs will not yield the
response of this partial fraction as it stands. However, the following
relationship is known
z
z-a
-> a"u[n]
In order to make use of this relationship, the partial fraction ( J is written
as z
'
. Recall that multiplication by z~l is equivalent to a delay of one
z
z-a
sampling interval. Therefore, the inverse transformation would be
^\z-l=a"-lu[n-\]
.z-a)
However, for the forced response, this term is multiplied with the expression
f zp \
F , which is equivalent to theZ transform Z\f{ri)\ where the F is
Kzp-\)
representative of the signal over one period. Multiplication in theZ domain is
synonymous with convolution in the discrete- time domain. Hence, the
inverse transform of the entire forcing subset becomes
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n-l
a^-2>-7*
*=o
Collecting terms from each of the individual inverse transformations yields
the general solution in the discrete- time domain to a periodically forced
function,
n-\
x[n] = a"u[n]x0 +a"-x-^a~kfk
k=Q
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4.3 Periodic Initial Conditions
The general periodic solution,
x[n] = a"u[n]x0
+a"-'
.JV*/ k
n-\
k=0
to a periodically forced one- dimensional linear difference equation,
*n+l=0*n+/n (4.31)
as it stands incorporates both a transient solution and a steady- state solution.
The steady- state solution, contained in the summation term, is approached
when the value ofa in equation (4.31) is negative, because of stability.
Furthermore, if the system is lightly- damped, \a\ l, the transient solution
may take a long time to die out.
The periodicity of the input forcing function/n to the system dictates
that the steady- state solution will be periodic with the same period. The
steady- state solution is also equivalent to the periodic solution since the
transient component to the solution is exponential in nature. Hence, the initial
condition in (4.31) immediately generates a strictly periodic solution, and
bypasses the transient.
In order to extract the required initial condition for a periodic solution,
the solution is abbreviated for a particular value within the solution sequence
xp=ap-x0 +a^.y*/t
*=o
The value ofxv represents the first repetition x[n] where n is the initial value
plus one period, or simply the value of the initial condition
*p = *o
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From this substitution, thex0 terms can be collected on me^'left-tiaiid-side,
giving
t=0
*0 = \-al
1 ap ^
=----y"*/t
a ap-\ h Jk
Inspection here reveals that the right-hand side is the negativeZ transform of
the original forcing function/n, at z = a.
Z{f[n]}\
a
It should be noted that letting/7 go to infinity gives the identical result for
non-periodic inputs as well! The initial condition holds for both stable and
non-stable difference equations, and gives an initial condition for any
arbitrary/[/]. Regarding unstable systems, the result is valid in principle
only. Indeed, it would require infinite precision and error-free computation to
suppress an unstable transient.
Note that this is now a design equation. Any arbitrary periodic signal
can be constructed!
Explicitly, for a * 1
\-apV
a
a1
'
ap'Y
or
f0-ap-l+fl-ap-2+...+fp-1-a + fp-l
Penodc
X \-a"
Since the input and the output are both be periodic, starting at any
value ofn will still generate
steady- state periodic signals. That is, oncexn is
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computed, each xa can be used to derive a periodic signal beginning withxn.
Note that this requires that/ has to originate from the same point.
Effectively,
*1='
/,-q^+/2-a'-2+..+/p_1a + /0
\-ap
x. -
fi.gA+f^.aA+ +fo.ar^+f{.a^-2+ +f_
\-ap
Each value xx is a linear combination of
/o,/i, ..,/p-i
It follows naturally from linear algebra that
\-al
P~l
.-.Aar a
1
a
P-1 r,Aa* a
1 ap-i
a1
a 1
a a
a
a' a
p-\
/. xo
/,
=
xx
XP-1
J p-1 v.
Furthermore, solving the individual equations*!
xx =a-Xo+fo
x2=a-x,+/,
V.=a'V7/r2
x0 = xp=a-x^]+fp_l
for the values of the forcing functions
fo=-a-xo+xx
fp_x=-a-x +x0
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yields
/o
/,
/ p-1
-a 1
-a
0
-a 1
-a
*p-i
Vi
These two systems of equations can be compared to verify their
dependence.
a"-' a1"1
1
a
a"-1a""2
P-\
a1
a 1
a a
I a
,p-i
1-a'
-l(pxp)
-a 1 0
-a 1
-a 1
-a
So the relationship betweenx and/ becomes
f=[K]x
where
=
a -1
a -1
a -1
-1
0
a
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ID EXAMPLES:
The previous theory pertaining to the derivation ofperiodic initial
conditions will now be applied to three one- dimensional linear difference
equations which are periodically forced. The examples depict respectively a
stable system,a\ .0, an unstable system, a>\ .0, and a system that
illustrates periodic, non- harmonic forcing. The responses for the examples
were generated via MAPLE V2 software from Waterloo and a unique,
specially developed program. The programs can be found in appendix D.
EXAMPLE ONE:
Consider the following one- dimensional linear difference equation:
yin + l) = x(t)-05yin) (4.31)
where the forcing function is
xit)=sin(2 Ktl 8)
Find the initial conditions that give purely steady- state response.
Examine the nature of the continuous time- domain forcing function,
Figure 4.31a, as compared to the discrete sampled forcing function, 4.31b.
The discrete forcing function is sampled with a At of 0.1 seconds.
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CONTINUOUS FORCING FUNCTION x(t]=SIN(2Pit/8)
x(0.5-
-0.5-
Figure 4.31a, Continuous forcing function
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DISCRETE FORCING FUNCTION x(n)=SIN(2Pi(ndelt]/8D
1+
0.5
<i
-0.5-
-H
L,
10 15 20
Figure 4.31b, Discrete forcing function
The discrete forcing function can be incorporated into the system equation so
that a response to equation (4.31) may be computed. The response at each
discrete increment can be generated in a step- by- step manner using equation
(4.31) and an arbitrarily chosen initial condition ofjc[(= -1 5.0. This
technique yields the system in Figure 4.31c. The transient response is
pronounced for the first four discrete increments.
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2t
1.5-
1-
0.5-
"ii
-0.5-
-1-
DISCRETE SYSTEM FUNCTION y(n*1):=x(n)-0.5*y(n|
10 15 20
Figure 4.31c, Discrete system function
Applying the procedure outlined in section 4.3, to find the required initial
condition it is necessary to first determine theZ transform of the forcing
function. The Z transform is found to be
z^2p,,ii)Y-\y+fr2_x
Assuming an initial time t0= 0.0, the initial condition to give a steady- state
response follows from substitution ofz= a= -0.5 into the transform, negating,
and dividing by a.
Z{sm(2/>/ 1 1 8)} = -0.5 j=1 v n
-1.25-0.5V2
= -0.361302
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Figure 4.3 Id shows the response of the system generated from the computed
initial condition. The response is immediately the steady- state periodic
response.
STEADY- STATE RESPONSE WITH y0=-0.361302
2T
1.5-
1-
0.5-
0
II
-0.5-
-1-
15 20
Figure 4.3 Id, Steady- state system response
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EXAMPLE TWO:
Consider the following one- dimensional linear difference equation:
v(" + l) = *(0 + L5v() (4 32)
where the forcing function is
xit)=cos(2 ntll)
Find the initial conditions that give purely steady- state response,
Examinejthe nature of the continuous time- domaurforcing function,
Figure 4.32a, asCompared to the discrete sampled forcing function, 4.32b.
The discrete forcing function is sampledAvith a Ar of 0.1 seconds.
CONTINUOUS FORCING FUNCTION xft)=COS(2Fit/7)
x(0.5-
-0.5-
Figure 4.32a, Continuous forcing function
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DISCRETE FORCING FUNCTION xtn]=COS(2R(ndeH)/7))
H
0.5
0
-0.5
14
15 20
Figure 4.32b, Discrete forcing function
The discrete forcing function can be incorporated into the system equation so
that a response to equation (4.32) may be computed. The response at each
discrete increment can be generated in a step- by- step manner beginning with
an arbitrarily chosen initial condition ofx[in= -1 0.0. This technique
yields the-system in Figure 4.32c. The response is obviously for an unstable
system, since thex[] approaches 500 after fifteen iterations.
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DISCRETE SYSTEM FUNCTION y(n+1]:=x(n)+1.5*y(n)
500t
400
300-
200-
100-
0 j i- it
10 15 20
Figure 4.32c, Discrete system function
Applying the procedure outlined in section 4.3, to find the required initial
condition it is necessary to first determine theZ transform of the forcing
function. The Z transform is found to be
r (2 \ ^
-cos -Pi\+z
Z{cos(2Pit/7)} =
V V7 )
-2zco
77 J
+
z2
+ l
Assuming an initial time t0= 0.0, the initial condition to give a steady- state
response follows from substitution ofz= a= +1.5 into the transform, negating,
and dividing by a.
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Z{cos(2P/7/7)}=-1.0-
(2
.}
cos -Pi
77 J
+ 1.5
-3.0cosl -P/l+3.25
= -0.635368
Figure 4.32d shows the response of the system generated from the computed
initial condition. The response is immediately the steady- state periodic
response.
STEADY- STATE RESPONSE WITH y0=-0.635368
2T
1.5-
1
0.5
0
-0.5-
-11
i 10 15 20
Figure 4.32d, Steady- state system response
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EXAMPLE THREE:
Consider the following one- dimensional linear difference equation:
y(n + l) = x(t)-05y(n) (4.33)
where the forcing function is
xit)=cosiPi tl 6)*cosiPi tl 8)
Find the initial conditions that give purely steady- state response.
Examine the nature of the continuous time- domain forcing function,
Figure 4.33a, as compared to the discrete sampled forcing function, 4.33b.
The discrete forcing function is sampled with a Ar of 0.1 seconds.
CONTINUOUS FORCING FUNCTION x(1)=SIN(Rt/6)*COS((Pity8)
x(0.5-
-0.5-
Figure 4.33a, Continuous forcing function
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DISCRETE FORCING FUNCTION x(n)=COS(Pi(ndelfl/6rCOS((Pi(ndciq)/8)
-0.5-
Figure 4.33b, Discrete forcing function
The discrete forcing function can be incorporated into the system equation so
that a response to equation (4.33) may be computed. The response at each
discrete increment can be generated in a step- by- step manner beginning with
an arbitrarily chosen initial condition ofx[(= -1.0)]= 10.0. This technique
yields the system in Figure 4.33c.
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1t
0.5-
fr
-0.5-
-11
DISCRETE SYSTEM FUNCTION y(n+1]:=x(n]-0.5*y(n)
r-4-
20 40 60
Figure 4.33c, Discrete system function
Applying the procedure outlined in section 4.3, to find the required
initial
condition it is necessary to first determine the Z transform of the forcing
function. The Z transform is found to be
z I-V3V2W2 + 6z + 2zV2 + 4z5 - 3^2+Viz2 )
Z^ = ((2z2-zV3V2+V2+W-2 +V2+2)(2z2-zV3V2+V2-W-2+V2+2)j
Assuming an initial time
r0= 0.0, the initial condition to give a steady- state
response follows from substitution
ofz= a= -0.5 mto the transform, negating,
and dividing by a.
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?{} =
-10 (-11.75V3V2+V2-3.5-1.0V2)
^2.5+0.5V3V2-V2-05/V-2 +V2+2J(2i+0.5V3V2+V2+0.5/V-2+V2+2)
= -0.630949
Figure 4.33d shows the response of the system generated from the computed
initial condition. The response is immediately the steady- state periodic
response.
STEADY- STATE RESPONSE WITH y0=+0.630949
0.5-
0 *H 1-
20
-0.5-
-11
40 60
Figure 4.33d, Steady- state system response
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4.4 Periodic Multidimensional Initial Conditions
Consider once again the first- order difference equation
x(n + \) = ax(n) + f(n) (441)
Suppose instead of a single equation there are numerous equations that
describe the system.
xx(n + \) = axxx(n) + fx(n)
x2(n + \) = a2x2{n) + f2(n)
xk(n + \) = akxk{n) + fk(n)
These equations, when written m vector- matrix form, simplify to a notation
where it can be easily seen that the aforementioned approach to obtaining
initial conditions does not change. The reduced vector- matrix system may be
described as
\(n + l) = Ax(n) + (\n)
Note that all the information necessary to compute the initial conditions for
this format has already been derived. Performing multiplication and
transformations in the Z domain, with careful attention given to the properties
ofmatrices and matrix operations, and then inverting, the multidimensional
solution will emerge. This solution is
x[] =A"i0+A"-'jA^ft
/t=0
Setting
gives
*p = *0
(i-A'Ji^A^jA-'f
k=0
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Therefore
p-i
i0=(i-A|A^xn
t=0
The preceding discussion is based on the assumption that the appropriate
matrix inverses exist.
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5. PERIODIC SOLUTIONS
5.1 State Variables
In the preceding sections the discrete- time system was defined as one
that can be described by a difference equation. If the system is linear and
time- invariant, the system may also be represented by a transfer function.
Recall that with an input/ and an outputO,
0(z) = G(z)I(z)
A modern approach to discrete- time systems analysis is through the
state- variable method. State variables completely describe a system by
representing information that determines the future states and outputs for a
given input function(s). To be completely general for the ensuing analysis,
allowances are made for more than one input, and more than one output. Let
y =
yx
>2
ym
= output vector
and the state vector containing the state variables be
x =
where the input vector is
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In general, the equation that describes the state of the system at any
time /r 1 is given by
x(* + l) = f[x(*),u(*)] (5.11)
and the output response is defined similarly as
y(*) = g[x(*),u(*)] (5.12)
Note that k signifies kAt .
For linear systems, the equations (5.11) and (5.12) reduce to
x(* + 1) = A(*)x(*) +B(k)u(k)
y(k) = C(k)x(k) +D(k)u(k)
where A(fc), B(&), Cik), and Dik) are time- varying matrices. If the system is
also time invariant, then the coefficient matrices are constant and the state of
the system and the output become
x(* + l) = Ax(*) +Bu(*)
y(k) = Cx(k) +Du(k)
As an example, the state- variable model of the following difference
equation defined system will be found:
y(k + 2) = u(k) + 17y(k + 1) - 0.72.K*)
Let
Then
xx(k) = y(k)
x2(k) = xx(k + \) = y(k + \)
x2(k + \) = y(k + 2) = u(k) + 1.7x2(k)-0.72xx(k)
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which may be written
x,(* + l) = x2(*)
x2 (k + 1) = u(k) + 1.7x2 (*) - 0.72xx(k)
yik) = xx(k)
X(k + 1) = x(k) + u{k)
These equations in vector- matrix form are
o r
-0.72 1.7
y(k) = [l 0]x(*)
There is a connection between the Z transform method and state-
variable reduction. A set of discrete state- variable equations can be derived
from the Z transform transfer function. Given the transfer function
n.
an_xz"'
+
a^z"'1
+. . +a,z +an
G(z) = ~^-
'n-li
:"+&_.*+
+*!*+*<>
the expression can be written
Y(z) a^zn-l+an_2Y'2+...+axz + a0E(z)
= 0iZ) =
_n . L n-X
U(z) zn+b. +...+bxz + b0 E(z)
Now, let
Y(z) =
(a^z^
+
an_2zn-x
+. . .+axz+ a0)E(z)
U{z) = (zn+bn_xzn-l+..+bxz + b0)E(z)
Recall from the real translation theorem ofZ transforms that
Eiz)^e(k)
zE(z) -> e(k + 1)
z1E(z)-+e{k + 2)
with this correspondence, the state variables can be defined as
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xx(k) = e(k)
x1(k) = xx(k + \) = e(k-r-\)
xnik) = xn_x(k + l) = e(k+n-\)
from which the state equations can be obtained.
xx(k + \) = x2(k)
x2(k + \) = x,(k)
xn{k + \) = -b0xx(k)-bxx2(k)-b2xYk) .-bn_xxn(k) + u(k)
Written in matrix form, the equations are
o*,(* +
x2(k + l)
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0
x2(k)
-*-, k(*)+ \)\ l-b0 -bx
or simply
x(k + \) = Ax(k) +Bu(k)
The output equation from Y(z) is
+ u(k)
y(k) = [a0 ax *-.]
xx(k)
x2{k)
*(*)
or
y(k) = Cx(k)
[17].
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5.2 State Variable Similarity Transformations
Two methods for arriving at different state models for a discrete- tune
system have been presented. These models were derived from the system
transfer function. In actuality, any number of different state models, given
one state model of the system, can be derived through similarity
transformations. Consider the state equation in the form
x(* + l) = Ax(*) +Bu(*) (5.21)
y(k) = Cx(k) +Du(k)
Applying the linear transformation,
x(*) = Pw(*) (5.22)
which when expanded is
Xxik)=PlXWxik) + Px2Wlik)+ +PxnWnik)
Pisa constant ( x n ) matrix andw() is the new state vector. Because of the
fact that P, it is necessary that the inverse
Fl
also exists so that the new state
vector can be determined from the state variables. Substitution of the linear
transformation in (5.22) into the original set (5.21) gives
w(* + 1) =
P"1APw(yt) + P"'Bu(yt)
y(*) = CPw(*) + Du(ifc)
which may be expressed as
}M(k + l) = Afvi(k) +Bpu(k)
y(k) = CPv*(k) + Dpu(k)
Hence, for each different matrixP for which there exists ar*1, a
different state model of a given system can be found.
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5.3 Solutions ofDiscrete State Equations
The key to the solution of the linear tune- invariant state equations is
the calculation of the state transition matrix. There are two related
techniques, both of which are based on theZ transform, for determining the
state transition matrix. These techniques are the direct derivation via the Z
transform, and a computer- aided numerical approach. Only theZ transform
method will be discussed here.
Recursive Solution.
Assuming that the system is time- invariant (fixed) and thatx(O) and
u(/ )j =0, 1,2,..., are known, the system equations are
x(* + l) = Ax(*) + Bu(*) (5.31)
y(*) = Cx(*) +Du(*) (5.32)
In a recursive manner it is obvious that
x(l) = Ax(0) +Bu(0)
and
hence
x(2) = Ax(l) +Bu(l)
x(2) = A(Ax(0) + Bu(0)) + Bu(l)
= A2x(0) + ABu(0) + Bu(l)
In a similar manner it can be shown that
i(3) = A3x(0) +A2Bu(0) +ABu(l) + Bu(2)
and then from this progression the general solution is given by
X(*) = A*x(0) + Aik-l-J]Bu(j)
j=0
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Defining the term/lk as
then
<&(*) =
A*
*-i
(*) = <(*Mo)+I(*-i-y)Bu(/) (533)
7=0
[18]. This equation is the general solution to (5.31). From (5.32) and (5.33),
y{k) = CD(*)x(0) +X C4>(* -\-j )Bu(y ) + Du(*)
y=o
#(&) is known as the state transition matrix or the fundamental matrix.
As an example of the recursive nature of the solution, consider the
transfer function
Written in vector- matrix form the state equations are
"
1 1 / x
r"
-2 -3J V ; |_1_
y(k) = [3 !],(*)
Assuming that the system is initially at rest,Jt(O)=0, and that the input is a unit
step, uik)=\, k = 0, 1, 2, ..., the solution may be obtained as follows:
!(* + !) = "(*)
*(!) =
i(l) =
0 1
-2 -3
1
x(0) + w(o)
-KO-P l(f
Then
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x(2) =
i(2) =
0 1
-2 -3
'
1
^(0 + "(0
y(2) = [3 i{
1
-2
=3-2=1
and so forth. In a similar manner subsequent states and the output can be
determined.
Z transform Method.
Restating results from the preceding section,
x(*) = <^)x(o) + ]T <!>(*- l-,)Bu(y) (5.34)
7=0
where <P(k) is the state transition matrix. If the stipulations concerning the
initial condition and the input are maintained, then theZ transform of the
original equation (5.31) is
zX(z)-zx(0) = AX(z)
Solving for ATz),
X(z) = z[zl-Af'x(0)
where / is an identity matrix of the same order asA. Then xik) is the inverse
Z transform ofX(z)
x(k) = Z-l{x(z)} = Z-'{z[zI-
A]"'
x(o)J (5.35)
Comparing (5.35) with (5.34) gives
cD(/t) = Z-,{4zI-A]"1}
Consider this illustrative example:
For the state equations given in the last example,
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A =
0 1
-2 -3
Then
[.-I-A] =
z -1
2 z + 3
and
|zI-A| = z2+3z + 2 = (z + lXz + 2)
Evaluating the inverse matrix and multiplying the result byz is
z(z + 3) z
(r + lXr + 2) (r + lfc + 2)
-2z
z2
(z + lXz + 2) (z + lXz + 2)
2z -z
+ - + -
z + 1 z+2 z+1 z+2
-Iz 2z -z 2z
+ +
.z + 1 z + 2 z+1 z + 2.
Therefore
^) = Z,{z[zI-A]"1} =
[19].
2(-l)t-(-2)*
(-l)*-(-2)*
-2(-iy+2(-2y -i-iy \
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5.4 Discrete Periodic Multidimensional Solutions
Given the system of linear, discrete- time equations:
x^, = Ax+fn (5.41)
where A is an n dimension operator on*, and/is periodic with a period p.
Let
x = Pw (5.42)
where P is a change ofbasis matrix consisting of columns of eigenvectors,
and w is an arbitrary state vector. Substitution of (5.41) mto (5.42) and
solving for wa+\
w_, =P"'x.
gives
w^^P'Ax^+P^
w . =P'APw +P 'f
The Jordan form of the matrixA may be represented by a single diagonal
matrix D where D = PXAP, providing thatA has n linearly independent
eigenvectors.
w^ = Dwr+P't
For a non- diagonizable matrix^, i.e. a matrix has repeated eigenvalues,
generalized eigenvectors must be used.
Furthermore, the forcing vector and its operator may be reduced to# where #n
= Flfn Hence
wn+1 = Dw +g (5.43)
or
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"(.-,)
("): 0 X
"(.)
(".).
+
lK.).J K).
(a.),
(9.).
Equation (5.43) is of the familiar linear form from which the result was
derived, however it is now decoupled. Decoupling allows for a periodic
initial condition to be attributed to each equation in the multivariable set.
Each equation
(w)1=^(w,),+(9.)1
has a periodic initial condition
. > 2{gn}\MaY
With the implication that the new state vectorw is periodic with period/?,
then from the linear transformation equation
x = Pw
the condition
X+p =w
holds //as an initial condition
This matrix equation can be expanded to
x^=P
Furthermore, since the assumption was made that
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**=[*~% => g-z'Sowof^Jf
and
Fl is a modal matrix allowing
z{g} = [p-].z{f}
because of the commutative property of the Z transform.
Z{gi} = /rtrowof[P1] Z{{}
Now let
F =
ty.lVtr. ^U*4,-].[f|)
from which a result may be derived as
= <&(P-F) =
I"
=-[P] ^P'jF])
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EXAMPLE ONE:
Given
**+i =Axt+ft
where the matrixA and the matrix/k, shown in Figure 5.44a, are
A =
r i 1 1 r (2 a]an n k
2
1
5
1 . f*
=
V5 J
cos nk
L 5 2j 73 )\
-0.5-
Figure 5.44a, 2D forcing equations
Find the initial conditions that give purely periodic solutions.
The first step is to decompose the matrixA using similarity
transformation
A = PDP '
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where the modal matrix is P and D is the diagonal matrix comprised of the
eigenvalues of the matrixA Matrix operation onA results in the eigenvalues
10
2
10
The correspondingP and
Fx
matrices respectively are
P =
"1 1 1
1 1
p-'
= 2 2
1 -1 1 1
l2 2_
Thus, the matrixA may be written
A =
r 3
-
[1 1 "1
1 1 010 2 2
1 -1 o
7 1 1
10. L2 2.
Taking the Z transform of the forcing vector/will give
1 V5 +V5-V2-Z
Z{ft} = F(z) =
1 Z\LZ-
2V-Z+1
Substitution of the eigenvalues X{ into the transform
2-2 + zV5-2z2-z
z(2z-l)
[FM,)} =
1 V5 +V5-V2-A, 1 ylS + yf5-y[2-A
2-2 +AxS-2Ax -Ax 2-2 +A2^[5-2A2z-A
1 A ,(2/1,-1) 1 A2(2A2-1)
2A,2-/l, + l 2A22-/l2+l
M=
1 V5 +V5-V2 1 yl5 + y[5-^
2 47 3^5 2 57 7>/5
25 10
80
25 10
40
139 73
and multiplication by the inverse modal matrix
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P F =
1 I 1 i Vs + Vs V2 1 V5 +V5 -V2
2 2 2 47 3V5 2 57 7V5
1
2
1
2.
25 10
80
25 10
40
P F =
139
-0.085073 0.026639
-0660613 -0.521305
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allows the development of a matrix containing diagonal elements
diag =
-0.085073
-0.521305
Hence
fidiag)
1 1
1 -1
-0.085073
-0.521305
Therefore the initial conditions necessary to bring about an immediate steady-
state solution are
x^ =
-0.606379
0.436231
Figures 5.44b and 5.44c depict the solution responses with all initial
conditions set to zero.
Response jcI to arbitrary initial conditions
0.5
0-
To
-0.5-
-11
20 lb 40
1t
0.5-
Figure 5.44b, Response jcl to arbitrary initial conditions
Response x2 to arbitrary initial conditions
-0.5-
-11
10 20 30 40
97
50
50
Figure 5.44c, Response^ to arbitrary initial conditions
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Figures 5.44d and 5.44e illustrate the solution responses with the derived
initial conditions.
Steady-state response jcl
0.5-
-0.5-
-11
10 20 30 40 50
Figure 5.44d, Steady- state response xl
0.5-
0-
-0.5-
-11
Steady-state response x2
"To 20 30 40
99
50
Figure 5.44e, Steady- state response x2
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EXAMPLE TWO:
Given
x^, = Axt+ft
where the matrixA and the matrix/k, shown in Figure 5.45a, are
A =
ri ii
3 4
1 1 . fk
=
.5 6.
an| n k\ -an nk
cos( nk
Figure 5.45a, 2D forcing equations
Find the initial conditions that give purely periodic solutions.
The first step is to decompose the matrix ,4 using similarity
transformation
A = PDP
-i
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where the modal matrix isP and D is the diagonal matrix comprised of the
eigenvalues of the matrixA. Matrix operation onA results in the eigenvalues
Ax =0.488630, A2 =0.011369
The correspondingP and
Fx
matrices respectively are
p=
1 77^ -V4K/5
205 205
Taking the Z transform of the forcing vector/will give
1 zVJ-(z2-l)
V4TV5
Z{M = F(z) =
2(z2+zV3 + l)(z2-zV3+l)
1 z{2z-^2)
2z2
-Zy/2+l
Substitution of the eigenvalues Xl into the transform
[Y(Y)\-
1 A,V3(A,2-l) ! A2V3(A22-l)
2(A,:+/l1V3 + l)(A12-A1V3 + l) 2(A22+/l2V3 + l)(/l22-A2V3 + l)
1 A,(2A,-V2) ! A2(2A2-V2)
2 A,2-/L,V2+1
11-
and multiplication by the inverse modal matrix
2 a 7 -a ,VT + 1
0.805690 0866025
0398874 0.707013
P F =
(5 + V4lV5)V4lV5 _L(_5 + V4lV5)V4lV5
--V4lV5
205
__^V5TV5
205
0.805690 0.866025
0.398874 0.707013
allows the development of a matrix containing diagonal elements
diag =
0.00496 1V4TV? + 0.602282
0.004653V4TV5
Hence
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F idiag) =
-A^s 0.004961V4TV5 + 0.602282
0.004653V4TV5
Therefore the initial conditions necessary to bring about an immediate steady-
state solution are
x^
=Ao
0.725056
0.566045
Figures 5.45b and 5.45c depict the solution responses with all initial
conditions set to zero.
Response jcI to arbitrary initial conditions
1
0.5-
-0.5-
1
10 20 30 40 50
Figure 5.45b, Response jcl to arbitrary initial conditions
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1T
0.5-
Response xl to arbitrary initial conditions
(l
-0.5-
-I1
10 20 30 40 50
Figure 5.45c, Response x2 to arbitrary initial conditions
Figures 5.45d and 5.45e illustrate the solution responses with the derived
initial conditions.
Steady-state response xl
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1
U.5-
-0.5
10 ! 30 40 50
1T
0:
Figure 5.45d, Steady- state response xl
Steady-state response x2
-0.5-
20 30 40 50
Figure 5.45e, Steady- state response x2
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5.5 Multidimensional Non- Diagonizable Solutions
Let's reintroduce the process by which a solution for a discrete
multidimensional system was derived. Working from the equation
w =P APw +P'fn*- 1 n p
it was stated that the Jordan form of the maXhxA may be represented by a
single diagonal matrixD where D = FlAP, providing that A has n linearly
independent eigenvectors. Now suppose thatA does not have n linearly
independent eigenvectors, and generalized eigenvectors must be used.
Examine the following 2-D matrix equation where both/ and g are periodic:
Xn+X
77i_
=
a 1
0 a 77
+
f,
-8n_
The matrixA is a simple Jordan block, but is not diagonalizable. In addition,
the equation is semi- coupled because^ is independent of*, however x is not
independent of v.
yn+x=aAA8n
with the initial condition
a
Likewise
xn^=a-xn+yA/r
If it assumed that yn is the steady- state solution, then it may be considered to
effect the system as a combined forcing function/n +yn and therefore the
initial condition of the first equation becomes
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x?=Z{yn +/}[__
a
which can be expanded to
1
<-AyY.--aAfY.
In order to proceed, the yn term must be eliminated. In general,
*{?.) K JM+(z-a) (z-a)
--z{gnla +z{gn}a
(z-a)
where L'Hospital's rule to evaluate the limit gives
JiV^4zW!,7[zW]
Hence
*o = --G(a) +G'(a)
a
X-F(a)
a
in which
F(z) = Z{f] and G(z) = Z{gn}
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EXAMPLE ONE:
Given
x[/i + 1] =
a 1
0 a
\xx~
+
'ft'
lxl^ lSt\
where the coefficient matrix and the forcing matrix are
Coefficient =
[1
-
1
4
1
0
4~J
Forcing =
an[ nk\ zo^nk)
cost nk
Find the initial conditions that give purely periodic solutions.
MatrixA (coefficient) is semi- coupled because only the last equation is
completely independent. FromA the eigenvalues are immediately deduced.
From the theory on non- diagonalizable matrixes and initial conditions,
it is known that
:(2.-VI)
a
2z2-zy[2+\
1
V2-
16 4
8 n_i
= 0.644768
The second initial condition,
(x,)"
, evolves from the first line in the matrix
equation, and is given by
(*,): = -7{>w}L
-7<sL.^'{Cj-7!7
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4?4 1
1 2 j2-i,2 + li
2z-v2
r2-iv'2 + l .-2-.-v2 + l 2 --v2 +OJ
4 -z
Tl + r2
= 0 362087
Figure 5.51a shows the response ofjcl with all initial conditions set to zero.
Figure 5.51b shows the response ofxlwith all initial conditions set to zero.
In each case, the transient response can be seen for the first few time
intervals.
Response xl to arbitrary initial conditions
1.5-
1
0.5-
0
0.5
-1
-1.5-
-2
JO 20 30 40 50
Figure 5.51a, Response xl to arbitrary initial conditions
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Response x2 to arbitrary initial conditions
1-
0.5-
0
-0.5
-1
10 20 30 40 50
Figure 5.51b, Responsexl to arbitrary initial conditions
Figure 5.51c and Figure 5.5 Id show the response ofjcl and xl respectively to
the derived initial conditions. The transient response in each solution is
eliminated.
10
1.5-
1
0.5-
-0.5
-1
-1.5-
-2
Steady-state response x\
10 20 30 40 50
1
0.5
Figure 5.51c, Steady- state responsexl
Steady-state response xl
(i
-0.5-
-1-
10 20 30 40 50
Figure 5.5 Id, Steady- state response xl
Ill
5.6 Application to Ordinary Differential Equations
A linear first- order differential equation is expressed as
x = ax + f(t) x(o) = Xo (561)
From numerical integration by Euler's method, the result is
Y = X^ *"
X ,-x
-s^--3- = a-x + fn J nh
Thus, the differential equation can be placed into the form of a difference
equation
xn^=(l +ah)xn+hfn (5.62)
which can be re- written as
x.=a-x +/n->-l n J n
with the assumptions
a = 1 + ah
/=*/
Backtracking to equation (5.61), it is known from the differential
equation that
x[n] = X[r[n] + xss[n]
and that the transient solution of (5.61) in continuous notation is
x -ea'x
The transient term is known to be responsible for the majority of the error in
the numerical integration. This continuous transient can be incorporated into
the difference equation (5.62)with a conversion of t to nh and the
n:
qualification that the initial condition is modified to x0 , which generates
the transient solution. Thus the transient term m (5.62) is replaced:
With the transient known, the complete solution Xox can be pieced together.
4] = ^(x0-<) + x4*]
The steady- state component to the equation is generated from
xo=--Z{fn}\
which is explicitly the familiar form
xa[] = aX+<r-T<r7 k
k=0
Returning to the one of the primary functions of the difference equation,
successive values for a function are desired to be iterated. Hence, in terms of
an iterative equation,
x[ + l] = ^(n^(x0-x-) +ax[] +A
or
x[n + \] = e^h(x0-x;*) + (\+ah)x[n] +hfn
noting importantly that
x[0] =
x0" '
6. CONCLUSIONS
The objective of this investigation was to demonstrate a method for
determining initial conditions that suppress the transient solutions to forced
discrete- time linear systems. The result was derived explicitly for systems
which are driven by a periodic mput signal(s). However, by letting the
periodicity parameter tend to infinity, the result is also valid for non-periodic
inputs. Indeed, a non-periodic signal is one which has no finite interval of
repetition.
Formally, the choice of the appropriate initial conditions is valid for
stable as well as unstable systems. For unstable systems, the result is only
true in principle. It can never be realized in practice due to unavoidable
round-off errors which will eventually trigger the instability.
The discussion outlines fundamental sampling procedures in the
formulation of discrete filtering equations from continuous equations, and
describes computational vantage points that include a background on
difference equations, transfer functions, and state variable formulations. The
basic theoretical approach was then reinforced with numerous cases of
systems of equations. The cases illustrated ID and 2D systems, however the
method is entirely appropriate for
n^
order systems as well. The responses
which integrated the derived initial conditions in the solved cases clearly
established purely steady- state responses. The results are summarized
below.
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Case Equation Initial Conditions for Steadv- State
ID x[n+\] -ax[n]+f[n]
n-\
x[n] = a"u[n]xQ +
a"'1
akfk
k=0
,,[0=- Vl~
a
2D \\n+l]=A\[n]+F[n]
x[n} = A"x0 +An-l^A-kfk
k=0
X[0] = -[P].^([P'][F])
The primary result of this investigation was to show the feasibility of
suppressing the transient solution in discrete time-invariant linear systems.
This was accomplished by deriving an explicit formula for the appropriate
initial condition which results in the suppression of the transient response.
The immediate benefit of this concept is that the characteristics of the
forced response of a system can be readily analyzed, particularly when
closed-form solutions become tedious or even impossible to obtain. It is
recommended that further study be carried out to explore potential
applications of these results.
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Appendix D ID MAPLE Programs
> with(plota) :
> y(n+l) :x(n) -0.5*y(n) ;
y(w- 1) =\(n)- Sy(n)
> x(t) :=sin(2*Pit/8) ;
. ( 1 >
x(t) = sim -n i \
^4 ;
> FFC:=plot(x(t) , t=0. .20, 'x(t) ' , style=line) :
> display ( {ETC} ,
title-'
CONTINUOUS FORCING FUNCTION x(t) -SIN(2Pit/8 ) )
>
CONTINUOUS FORCING FUNCTION x(t)=SIN(2Plt/81
x(0.5
-0.5-
> # (Plot discrete forcing function)
> n:-l: # (Initialize counter)
> delt : =0.1;
delt = 1
> x.n:0.0; # (First initial condition forcing)
X-I =0
> b.n:-<n*delt,0.0,n*delt,x.n) : # (Initialize bars)
> bars:-[b.n]: # (Initial condition bars)
> n:=0:
> while n<201 do # (Range)
> x.n:sin(2*Pi*(n*delt)/8) :
> b.n:=(n*delt,0.0,n*delt,x.n) ;
> bars :
> bars:*(" , [b.n] > :
> n+1:
> n:=" :
> od:
> FFD:=plot ( (bars) ) :
> display ( (FFD) , title- DISCRETE FORCING FUNCTION x(n) =SIN(2Pi (ndelt) /8 )) )
>
DISCRETE FORCING FUNCTION x(n)=SIN(2P1(ndelt)/8))
1
0.5-
-0.fr
-1 +
10 15 20
> # (Plot discrete system function)
> n:-l;
n =
> y.n:5.0; # (First initial condition forcing)
y-l =50
> delt:-l;
delt = 1
> b.n:=*(n*delt,0.0,n*delt,y.O) : # (Initialize bars)
> bars:-[b.n]: * (Initial condition bars)
> n:=0:
> while n<21 do # (Range)
>
> b.n:-(n*delt,0.0,n*delt,y.n) ;
> bars:
> bars:-(" , [b.n]) :
> n+1 :
> n:=" :
> od:
> DSF: -plot ({bars) ,0. .20, -1..2, xtickmarks-4 , ytickmarks=5) :
> display ( (DSF) ,
title-'
DISCRETE SYSTEM FUNCTION y (n+1) : =x(n) -0 . 5*y (n)
DISCRETE SYSTEM FUNCTION y(r.+1):=x(n)-0.5*y1n)
2t
1.5-
1
0.54
0
I
-0.5-
-1
! I
10 15 20
> # Determine the Z transform of x(t)
> Zxt:-ztrana(sin(2*Pi*t/8) ,t,z) ;
..
' Ai
Zxt
2-z2+zj2~-l
> # Compute the initial condition for steady- state
> y.O: (subs <z-( -0.5) , Zxt) ) / (-0 . 5) ;
Jl
y0 = 5000000000 * t=-*
-1.25
-
.572
> y.0:=evalf ( " ) ;
yO = .3613020955
> # (Plot discrete system function with initial condition)
> n:=0;
> delt : -1.0;
rt =0
delt = 1 0
> b.n:-(nd*lt,0.0,n*delt,y.O) : # (Initialize bars)
> bars:[b.n]: # (Initial condition bars)
> n:=l;
n
> while n<21 do * (Range)
> y.n:-( (-0 . 5) * (n*delt) *Beaviside(n*delt) * (y. 0) ) + ( (-0 . 5) A ( (n*delt) -delt) *sum( (
> -0.5)~(-k)sin(2*Pi*k/8) ' , 'k'-0. . ( (n*delt) -delt) ) ) :
> b.n:-(n*delt,0.0,n*delt,y.n) :
> bars :
> bars:(", [b.n] ) :
> n+1:
> n:=" :
> od:
> SSSF : -plot ( (bars ) ,0. .20, -1..2, xtickmarks-4 , ytickmarks-5) :
> display! (SSSF),
title-'
STEADY- STATE SYSTEM FUNCTION y (n+1) : -x(n) -0 . 5*y (n) ) ;
>
STEADY- STATE SYSTEM FUNCTION yfn+1):=x|nj-0.5y|n)
1.5-
1
0.5-
i
-0.5-
-1-
10 15 20
> with (plots) :
> y(n+l) :x(n)+1.5*y(n) ;
y( * 1) = x(h)~ 1 5 y(/7)
> x(t) :-coa(2*Pi*t/7)
/-> ^
x(/) = cosi
z- re / .
v i J
> FFC:=plot(x(t) , t=0. .20, 'x(t) ' , style-line) :
> display ( {FFC} , title- CONTINUOUS FORCING FUNCTION X ( t) -COS (2Pit/7) )
>
CONTINUOUS FORaNG FUNCTION xft)=COS(2Ptt/7]
x(0.5-
-0.5-
> # (Plot discrete forcing function)
> n:--l: # (Initialize counter)
> delt: -0.1;
delt = 1
> x.n:=0.0; # (First initial condition forcing)
X-l = 0
> b.n:=(n*delt,0.0,n*delt,x.n) : # (Initialize bars)
> bars:-[b.n]: # (Initial condition bars)
> n : -0 :
> while n<201 do # (Range)
> x.n:-cos(2*Pi* (n*delt) /7) :
> b.n:-(n*delt,0.0,n*delt,x.n) ;
> bars:
> bars:-(", [b.n]) :
> n+1:
> n:=" :
> od:
> FTD: -plot ({bars}) :
> display ( (FFD) , title- DISCRETE FORCING FUNCTION x(n) -COS (2Pi (ndelt) /7 ) ) )
DISCRETE FORCING FUNCTION x(n|=COS(2R(ndeltJ/7]]
1
0.5
-0.5-
-14
10 15 20
> # (Plot discrete system function)
> n:1;
n =-l
> y.n:-0.0; # (First initial condition forcing)
y-I = 0
> delt:=l;
delt 1
> b.n:-(n*delt,0.0,n*<elt,y.O) : t (Initialize bars)
> bars:-[b.n]: # (Initial condition bars)
> n : =0 :
> while n<21 do # (Range)
> y. n: -cos (2*Pi* ( (n*delt) -delt) /7)+1.5*y. (n-1) :
> b.n:-(n*delt,0.0,n*delt,y.n) ;
> bars :
> bars:-(" , [b.n] ) :
> n+1:
> n:=" :
> od:
> DSF: -plot ({bars) ,0. .20, -1..500, xtickmarks-4 , ytickmarks-5) :
> diaplay( {DSF) ,
title-'
DISCRETE SYSTEM FUNCTION y (n+1) : -x (n) +1 . 5*y (n) )
DISCRETE SYSTEM FUNCTION y(n+1):=x(n)*1.5*y{n)
500
400-
300-
200
100-
-I L
10 15 20
> # Determine the Z transform of x(t)
> Zxt:-ztrans(cos(2*Pi*t/7) ,t,z) ;
Zxt =
(2
^-cos^-Ttj + r
-2rcod -:t \ + z + 1
> # Compute the initial condition for steady- state
> y.O: (subs (z-( 1.5) ,Zxt))/(1.5) ;
-COS -7t | + 1.5
yO =-l 000000000 Kr
-3 Ocosl -Tt +3.25
> y.0:-evalf (") ;
^0 = -.6353684372
> # (Plot discrete system function with initial condition)
> n:-0;
n -=0
> delt : -1.0;
delt = 1.0
> b.n:-(n*delt,0.0,n*delt,y.O) : (Initialize bars)
> bars:=[b.n] : # (Initial condition bars)
> n:-l;
> while n<21 do # (Range)
n = 1
> y-n: = ((l-5)-(n*delt)*Heaviside(n*delt)*(y.0)) + ((1.5)A((n*delt)-delt)*sum(' (1
> 5)-(-k)*cos(2*Pi*k/7) ' , 'k'-O. . ( (n*delt) -delt) ) ) :
> b.n:-(n*dalt,0.0,n*delt,y.n) :
> bars:
> bars:=("
, [b.n] ) :
> n+1:
> n:-n :
> od:
> SSSF : -plot ( (bars ),0. .20, -1..2, xtickmarks-4 , ytickaarks5> :
> display ((SSSF) , title- STEADY- STATE SYSTEM FUNCTION y (n+1) : -x(n) +1 . 5*y (n) ) ;
>
STEADY- STATE SYSTEM FUNCTION y(n+1):=x(n)+1.5*ytn)
1.5-
1
0.5-
i
-0.5-
-1
10 15 20
> with (plots) :
> y(n+l) :-x(n)-0.5*y(n) ;
y(n + 1 ) = x(/7) - 5y(n)
> x(t) :-cos(Pi*t/6)*cos((Pi*t)/8) ;
f 1 ^ (\
X(0 =COSl -Tt / COS! -Tt /
> FFC:=plot(x(t) , t-0. .60, 'x(t) ' , style-line) :
> display ({ FFC }, title- "CONTINUOUS FORCING FUNCTION
> x(t)-SIN(Pit/6)COS( (Pit)/8)
'
) ;
CONTINUOUS FORCING FUNCTION xftj=SIN{Ptt/6rCOS({Ptt|/8)
x(0.5
-0.&
> # (Plot discrete forcing function)
> n:--l: t (Initialize counter)
> delt : -0.1 ;
delt = A
> x.n:-0.0; # (First initial condition forcing)
x-l =0
> b.n:-(n*delt,0.0,n*delt,x.n) : # (Initialize b.
> bars:-[b.n]: # (Initial condition bars)
> n : -0 :
> while n<601 do # (Range)
> x.n:=cos(Pi*(n*delt)/6)*cos( (Pi*(n*delt) )/8) :
> b.n:<n*delt,0.0,n*delt,x.n) ;
> bars:
> bars:-<", [b.n]) :
> n+1:
> n:-" :
> od:
> FFD : -plot ((bars) ) :
> display ((FFD), title- 'DISCRETE FORCING FUNCTION
> x(n)COS(Pi (ndelt) /6)*COS((Pi (ndelt) )/8) ') ;
DISCRETE FORCING FUNCTION x(n)=COS(PI{ndelty6rCOS((P1|ndelt))/8)
-0.5-
> # (Plot discrete system function)
> n:1;
n :=-l
> y.n:-10.0; ff (First initial condition forcing)
y-J := 10.0
> delt:-l;
delt := 1
> b.n:-(n*delt,0.0,n*delt,y.O) : t (Initialize bars)
> bars:-[b.n]: # (Initial condition bars)
> n : -0 :
> while n<61 do # (Range)
> y.n:-cos(Pi*( (n*delt) -delt) /6) *cos ( (Pi*( (n*delt) -delt) ) /8) -0 . 5*y. (n-1)
> b.n:-(n*delt,0.0,n*delt,y.n) ;
> bars:
> bars:-C, [b.n]) :
> n+1:
> n:-" :
> od:
> DSF : -plot < (bars ),0.. 60, -1..1, xtickaarks-4 , ytickmarks-5) :
> display ((DSF). title- DISCRETE SYSTEM FUNCTION y (n+1) : -x(n) -0 . 5*y (n)
'
)
DISCRETE SYSTEM FUNCTION yJn+1):=x{nH).5*y(n)
It
0.&
-0.&
20 40
T'
160
> # Determine the Z transform of x(t)
> Zxt:-ztrans(cos(Pi*t/6)*cos((Pi*t)/8) ,t,z) ;
z (-JTJ2 +jl + 6 z + 2 zjl + 4 z3 - 3 JJJ2 +J2 z2Zxt :=
(2z2-zJJj2+j2 +IzJ-2+j2 +2)(2z2-zJTj2+j2 -IzJ-2^^ - 2]
> # Compute the initial condition for steady- state
> y.0: (subs (z-( -0.5) , Zxt) )/(-0.5) ;
y0 = -1.000000000
-1.75 JYJ2+J2 - 3.500- 1.0^2
2.5O + 5 I J -2 +yi ) (2.50 + .5 JJJ2 + J~2 + .5 / 7-2 - v 2
> y.0:-evalf (") ;
>-0 := 6309499540
> # (Plot discrete system function with initial condition)
> n:-0;
> delt: -1.0,
n =0
delt = 1.0
> b.n:-(n*delt,0.0,n*delt,y.O) : (Initialize bars)
> bars:-[b.n]: # (Initial condition bars)
> n:l;
n =
> while n<61 do # (Range)
> y.n:-( (-0.5) *(n*delt) *Heaviaide(n*delt) * (y.O) )+( (-0.5) A< (n*delt) -delt) *sum<
> -0.5) ~(-k)*cos(Pi*k/6)*cos< (Pi*k)/8) ' , 'k'-0. . ( (n*delt) -delt) ) ) :
> b.n:-(n*delt,0.0,n*delt,y.n) :
> bars:
> bars:-<", [b.n]) :
> n+1:
> n:-" :
> od:
> SSSF: -plot ( (bars) ,0. .60, -1..1, xtickmarks-4 , ytickmarks-5) :
> display ((SSSF), title- STEADY- STATE SYSTEM FUNCTION y (n+1) : -x(n) -0 . 5*y (n) )
STEADY- STATE SYSTEM FUNCTION yfn+1):=xtnJ-0-5*y(n)
1-1
0.5-
n I jl I i
-0.5-
-1
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Appendix E 2D MAPLE Programs
> with(plots) : with(linalg) :
Warning: new definition for norm
Warning: new definition for trace
> A:-matrix(2,2, [[-(1/2) , (1/5)], [(1/5) ,-(1/2)]]) ;
"
-1 1
A =
2
5
5
7
2
> f (k) :=sin(2*Pi*k/5) ; g(k) :-cos (2*Pi*k/6) ;
f(k) := sw-nk
g(k) =cosl -nk
> FOR:-plot({f (k) ,g(k) ) ,k-0. .50,-1. . 1 ,xtickmarks-4 , ytickmarks=5)
> display (FOR,
title-'
Input Forcing xl and x2
'
) ;
>
Input Forcing x1 and x2
l'l A M IV'\
0.5- <
-0.5
> n:=0:
> YPO.n[l,l] :-0.0:
> YPO.n[2,l] :-0.0:
> YPO.n: -matrix (2,1, [ [YPO. n[l , 1] ] , [YPO. n[2 , 1] ] ] )
YPO0 =
I
> b.n:=(n,0.0,n,YPO.0[l,l]) : # (Initialize bars)
> bars:-[b.n]: # (Initial condition bars)
> cn: = (n,0.0,n,YPO.0[2,l]) :
> cars:[c.n] :
> n:-l:
> while n<51 do (Range)
> PROO:-evalm(A t* YPO.(n-l));
> XNO:-evalf (subs (k-(n-l) ,f (k) ) ) ;
> XNT:=evalf (subs (k- (n-1) ,g(k) ) ) ;
> X:-matrix(2,l, [ [XNO] , [XNT] ] ) ;
> SUM:-evalm(PROO + X) ;
> YPO.n:=evalf (") ;
> b.n:(n,0.0,n,YPO.n[l,l] ) ;
> bars :
> bars:(", [b.n]) ;
> c.n:=(n,0.0,n,YPO.n[2,l]) :
> cars :
> cars:-(", [cn]) :
> n+1:
> n:-" :
> od:
> SSSF : -plot ({bars },0. .50,-1. . 1 , xtickmarks-4 , ytickmarks-5) :
> display (( SSSF ),
title-'
STEADY- STATE RESPONSE WITH YPO. 0 [1 , 1 ] -0 . 0
'
) ;
> SSSF: -plot ( (cars) ,0. . 50, -1 . . 1 , xtickmarks-4 , ytickmarks-5):
> display ((SSSF), title- 'STEADY- STATE RESPONSE WITH YPO. 0 [2 , 1 ] -0 . 0
'
) ;
>
STEADY- STATE RESPONSE WITH YPO.0[1.11=0.0
0.5-
-0.5
-1-
10 20 30 40
I : !
50
STEADY- STATE RESPONSE WITH YPO.0[2.1]=0.0
1-r
0.5-
T 20 30 40 50
-0.5-
STEADY- STATE RESPONSE WITH YPO.0(1.1)=-0.606379
1T
0.5-
-0.5
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STEADY- STATE RESPONSE WITH YPO.0[2,l]=0.436231
0.5-
10 20 30 40 50
-0.5-
> with (plots) : with(linalg) :
Warning: new definition for norm
Warning: new definition for trace
> A: -matrix (2, 2, [[(1/3) , (1/4) ] , [ (1/5) , (1/6)]]) ;
1 1
A :=
3 4
5 6
> J:-jordan(A, ' P' ) ;
J =
V&JXJt
> evalf (")
> P:-eval(P)
4886303512 0
0
.0113696488
P =
-hik^^
1 _5__J_
12 12
41 JJ
> PINV: -inverse (P)
PINV'=
^(5 + J4\JT)J4\ JS ^(-5+j4\JJ)j4\j5
205' f4l JT
205^^
> f (k) :-sin(2*Pi*k/4)*sin(2*Pi*k/6) : g(k) :-cos (2*Pi*k/8)
> X:=matrix(2,l, [[f(k)], [g(k)]]) ;
X =
sinj
- Tt ^ sin - n k
cos| - 7t k
> # Determine the Z transform of forcing
> Zl : -z trans (X[ 1,1] ,k,z) ;
Z/
1
2 r_2
yiU2-i
> Z2:-ztrans(X[2,l] ,k,z) ;
z
+ zj3+l){z2-zJJ+l
=
y{l,-Jl)
f T
> Zvectl : -subs (z-J[ 1,1] ,matrix (2,1, [ [-Zl/J[l , 1] ] , [-Z2/J[l ,1] ] ] ) ) ;
Zvectl =
J3(%\2-1
%i 2 + %i jj + 0 (%i 2 - %i yy + 1
1 1
2
%l2-%iy2"+l
%'-j+^7
> Zvect2:-subs(z-J[2,2] ,matrix (2,1, [ [-Zl/J[2 , 2] ] , [-Z2/J[2 , 2] ] ] ) )
i yi(%i2-i)
Zvect2
%l2
+ %1 JJ + l) (%1 2 - %1 JJ + 1^ ( 0/_ i , o
1 1
2 %\2-%lj2 + \
%1'Yid^^
> augment (Zvectl , Zvect2) ;
1 3 1%1 -1
2 (%i2+%iy3"+0(%i2-%iy3'+i)'
]_ yi(%22-0
2 (%22
+ %2yr + 1 ) (%22 - %2yi + 1 ) _
2 %l2-%l/2 + l
' 2 %22
- %2
72"
+
%2:=r^7ryr
> ZLAM:-avalf (")
ZLAM =
"8056905575
7070138925^
> PINVZLAM:-evalm(PINV &* ZLAM) ;
PINVZLAM =
.004961168720
747/5"
+.6022826401 .001939164610^4 ,/?+ .78651964131
.01190680493
741/5"
.00465399505741^ j
> DIAG: -matrix (2,1, [ [PINVZLAM[1 , 1 ] ] , [PINVZLAM[2 , 2] ] ] ) ;
DIAG :=
> XINI:-evalm(P 4* DIAG);
A7A7:=
> XINI:-evalf (") ;
.004961168720 /TT
/I"
+ .6022826401
.00465399505
741/5"
0030220041 16 J4\ JJ +
16 J41 JJ + 5227768913_
AW"=
.7250569031
_5660454055_
> FOR: -plot ( (f (k) ,g(k) ),k-0. .50,-1. .1, xtickmarks-4, ytickmarks '5>
> display (FOR,
title-'
Input Forcing xl and x2
'
) ;
>
Input Forcing x1 and x2
-0.5
> n:=0:
> YPO.n[l,l] :=XINI[1,1] :
> YPO.n[2,l] :=XINI[2,1] :
> YPO. n: -matrix (2,1, [ [YPO.n[l, 1] ] , [YPO.n[2, 1 ] ] ] ) ;
"7250569031'
.5660454055
> b.n:-(n,0.0,n,YPO.0[l,l]) : # (Initialize bars)
YPO0 =
> bars:-[b.n]: # (Initial condition bars)
> c.n:(n,0.0,n,YPO.0[2,l]> :
> cars:-[c.n] :
> n:-l:
> while n<51 do * (Range)
> PROO:-evalm(A 4* YPO. (n-1) ) ;
> XNO:-evalf (subs (k-(n-l) ,f (k) ) ) ;
> XNT:-evalf (subs (k-(n-l) ,g(k) ) ) ;
> X:-m*trix(2,l, [ [XNO] , [XNT] ] ) ;
> SUM:-evalm(PROO + X) ;
> YPO.n:-evalf <") ;
> b.n:-(n,0.0,n,YPO.n[l,l]) ;
> bars :
> bars:(" , [b.n]) ;
> c.n:-(n,0.0,n,YPO.n[2,l]) :
> cars :
> cars:C , [cn] ) :
> n+1:
> n:" :
> od:
> SSSF : -plot ( {bars ) , 0 . . 50 , xtickmarks-4 , ytickmarks-5 ) :
> display ((SSSF), title- STEADY- STATE RESPONSE WITH YPO. 0 [1, 1] -0 . 725056 ') ;
> SSSF : -plot ( ( cars } , 0 . .50,-1. .1,xtickmarks-4 , ytickmarks-5 ) :
> display ((SSSF) STEADY- STATE RESPONSE WITH YPO. 0 [2 , 1 ] -0 . 566045 ') ;
>
RESPONSE WITH YPO.0{1.1]=0.0
1
0.5-
-0.5-
10 20 30 40 50
It
0.5-
RESPONSE WITH YPO.0{2.1]=0.0
-**?7-
10 20 30 40 50
-0.5-
STEADY- STATE RESPONSE WITH YPO.0[1.1]=0.725058
0.5-
-0.5-
10 20 30 40 50
STEADY- STATE RESPONSE WITH YPO.0[2.1]=0.566045
0.5-
10 20
J |rr
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-0.&
> with (plots) : with(linalg) :
Warning: new definition for norm
Warning: new definition for trace
> A: -matrix (2, 2, [[(1/4), (1) ] , [ (0) , (1/4) ] ] ) ;
1
A :=
> J:-jordan(A, 'P' )
J =
4
0
J_
4
0
4
I
4
> f (k) :-sin(2*Pi*k/4)*cos(Pi*k) : g(k) :-cos (2*Pi*k/8) :
> X:-matrix(2,l, [[f(k)], [g(k)]]) ;
X.=
sinf -7t k \cos(nk)
cosl j ilk
> # Determine the Z transform of forcing
> Zfk:-ztrans(X[l,l] ,k,z) ;
> Zgk:-ztrans(X[2,l] ,k,z) ;
> F : -subs (z-J[ 1,1] ,Zfk) ;
> G:-subs(z-J[l,l] ,Zgk) ;
4.
l+zz
Zgkr-
1 z{lz-Jl)
2z2-zJJ+\
^
G
1
\-Ji
8r^
> XINI[2,1] :-(-l/J[l,l])*evalf (")
XINI := .6447689780
[2, 1]
> Zgpr : -diff (Zgk , z ) ;
Zgpr
1 2Z-/2
2z2
-z/2 + 1 z2-r/2+l
1
z(2z-JJ):
z2-z,
,2
1+0
> subs (z-J [1,1] ,") ;
. r7 1
+ --
1 77
21777 ^77 V , 216 4 16 4' ---JJ
v16 4^.
> GPR:-evalf (") ;
G/7?:=
-.4999966318
> 3UM:-evalf (XINI[2,1] + GPR) ;
SUM = . 1447723462
> SUMT:-evalf ( (-1/J[l , 1 ] ) *SUM + (-1/J[1 , 1] ) *F) ;
SUMT = 3620870858
> XINI[1,1] :-evalf (") ;
A7M =3620870858
L *> ' J
> FOR:plot({f(k) ,g(k) },k-0. .50, xtickmarks-4, ytickmarks-5):
> display (FOR,
title-'
Input Forcing xl and x2
'
) ;
>
Input Fordng x1 and x2
0.5-
-0.&
> n:-0:
> YPO.n[l,l] :-XINI[l,l] :
> YPO. n [2,1] :-XINI[2,l] :
> YPO. n: -matrix (2,1, [ [YPO.n[l, 1] ] , [YPO. n[2, 1] ] ] ) ;
.6447689780.
> b.n:-(n,0.0,n,YPO.0[l,l]) : # (Initialize bars)
YPO0 =
> bers:-[b.n]: I (Initial condition bars)
> c.n:-(n,0.0,n,YPO.0[2,l]) :
> cars:-[c.n] :
> n:-l:
> while n<51 do (Range)
> PROO:-evalm(A fi* YPO.(n-l));
> XNO:-evalf (subs (k-(n-l) ,f (k) ) ) ;
> XNT:-evalf (subs (k-(n-l) ,g(k) ) ) ;
> X:-matrix(2,l, [ [XNO] , [XNT] ] ) ;
> SUM:-evalm(PROO + X) ;
> YPO.n:-evalf <") ;
> b.n:-(n,0.0,n,YPO.n[l,l]) ;
> bars:
> bars:-<", [b.n]) ;
> c.n:-(n,0.0,n,YPO.n[2,l]) :
> cars:
> cars:-<" , [cn] ) :
> n+1:
> n:-n :
> od:
> SSSF : -plot ((bars ),0. .50, xtickmarks-4, ytickmarks-5):
> display ((SSSF), title- STEADY- STATE RESPONSE WITH YPO. 0 [1 , 1 ]-0 . 362087 ') ;
> SSSFT : -plot (( cars } ,0. .50, xtickmarks-4, ytickmarks-5):
> display ({SSSTT}, title- STEADY- STATE RESPONSE WITH YPO. 0 [2 , l]-0 . 644768 )
>
RESPONSE WITH YPO.0f1.1]=0.0
1.5
1
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RESPONSE WITH YPO.0{2.1]=0.0
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STEADY- STATE RESPONSE WITH YPO.0(1.1]=0.362087
